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ABSTRACT
Hydrogeology of the Penoyer Valley Region 
Central Nevada
by
Douglas B. Blatchford
Dr. Steven Mizell, Examination Committee Chair 
Associate Research Professor 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Groundwater in the vicinity of Penoyer Valley in central Nevada is part o f the White 
River Flow system that drains from Jakes Valley in the north to Muddy River Springs in 
the south, a distance o f 320 km (200mi). A four-basin subregion was modeled that 
indicates Penoyer, Garden, Coal, and Tikaboo Valleys are hydraulically connected. This 
connection is facilitated by carbonate rock formations found in the Worthington 
Mountains and the Timpahute Range, located on the eastern and southern perimeter of 
Penoyer Valley. Although Penoyer Valley and Garden Valley are hydraulically 
connected, it is likely that groundwater does not flow across the Worthington Mountains, 
which serve as a hydrologie divide between Penoyer and Garden Valleys. However, it is 
likely that groundwater is transmitted south from Penoyer Valley through the Timpahute 
Range to Tikaboo Valley.
IV
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Range bounding faults associated with Tertiary extension serve as structural controls 
located along the western and eastern flanks o f the Worthington Mountains, and along the 
western, eastern, southern and northern flanks o f the Timpahute Range. Range bounding 
faults may channel groundwater along the strike o f the fault, or may act as conduits or 
barriers to groundwater movement Detailed models were performed for both the 
Worthington Mountains and Timpahute Range in order to simulate the effect o f fault 
zones. The Worthington and Timpahute models simulated range-bounding, extensional 
faulting o f variable hydraulic conductivities. Model simulations for the Worthington 
Mountains and Timpahute Range show that faults function as conduits when hydraulic 
conductivities are high. Similarly, range bounding faults function as barriers when 
hydraulic conductivities are low.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Objective. The objective o f this thesis is to investigate structural controls on 
groundwater along the western and southern perimeter o f Penoyer (Sand Spring) Valley. 
A finite-difference, three-dimensional groundwater flow model was employed as a tool to 
simulate three-dimensional flow across basin boundaries. Specific tasks in this report are 
performed as follows:
♦ Construct a calibrated three-dimensional groundwater model o f Penoyer 
Valley and three adjacent valleys (a four-valley system) to simulate existing 
steady-state groundwater conditions.
♦ Perform a sensitivity analysis of various parameters, such as transmissivities, 
hydraulic conductivities, and leakance, of the four-valley system.
♦ Construct a calibrated, three-dimensional model to investigate structural 
controls on groundwater along the western and southern boundaries of 
Penoyer Valley.
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Location
Penoyer Valley is located about 225 kilometers (140 miles) northwest o f Las Vegas, in 
Lincoln and Nye Counties, Nevada (Figure 1). This location is in the Basin and Range 
province that extends from eastern California to Utah. Two hydrogeologic subregions that 
drain to the Colorado River merge at Penoyer Valley: the Penoyer subregion and the 
White River subregion (Prudic, Harrill, and Burbey, 1995) (Figure 2). The Penoyer 
subregion includes part o f Lincoln and Nye Counties, bounded by the Kawich Range on 
the west, and Penoyer Valley on the east. The White River subregion includes part of 
White Pine, Nye, Lincoln, and Clark Coimties, extending from Long Valley to Muddy 
River Springs, over 320 kilometers (200 miles). Coal, Garden, Tikaboo, and the eastern 
third o f Penoyer Valley are modeled as part of the White River subregion, whereas the 
western two thirds of Penoyer Valley is modeled as part o f the Penoyer subregion.
Geography
The following summarizes the geography o f Penoyer, Garden, Coal and Tikaboo 
Valleys:
Penover Valiev. Hydrographic basin #170, as designated by the Nevada State 
Engineer, comprises approximately 1800 square kilometers (700 square miles) in Lincoln 
and Nye Counties, Nevada (Figure 3). Penoyer Valley is easily accessed along Nevada 
State Highway 375, which traverses the southwest valley linking Tikaboo Valley on the 
southeast and Railroad Valley on the northwest, which are linked by a low topographic 
divide. The small town o f Rachel is also located along State Highway 375, in Section 36, 
Township 3 South, Range 56 East, Mount Diablo Base and Meridian (36, T3S, R56E,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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MDB&M). The Mount Diablo Base Line transects the northern valley and serves as a 
basis for the three-dimensional model coordinate system. Several farms adjacent to 
Rachel pump groundwater for agricultural use, primarily to grow alfalfa. The Nellis Air 
Force Test Range extends into part of the extreme southwestern portion o f the valley.
Garden Valiev. Hydrographic basin #172 comprises about 1265 square kilometers 
(495 square miles) in Lincoln and Nye Counties, with the northern valley situated in Nye 
County, and the southern valley situated in Lincoln County. Garden Valley has no 
significant cultural features such as towns or paved access, however, improved, nonpaved 
access roads criss-cross the valley. Both Garden and Coal Valleys are in direct hydraulic 
communication via Water Gap through the Golden Gate Range (Brothers, Buqo, and 
Tracy, 1993). Because of this connection, both Garden and Coal Valley may be studied 
together as a hydrographic unit. Similar to Penoyer Valley, the Mount Diablo Base Line 
transects south-central Garden Valley.
Coal Valiev. Hydrographic basin #171 comprises about 1178 square kilometers (460 
square miles) in Lincoln and Nye Counties, with the northern one-quarter in Nye County 
and the southern three-quarters in Lincoln County. Similar to Garden Valley, Coal Valley 
has no significant cultural features, such as towns or paved access, however, numerous 
improved, non-paved access roads criss-cross the valley. Bisecting the valley is the 
Mount Diablo Base Line.
Tikaboo Valiev. Hydrographic basin #169 comprises about 2560 square kilometers 
(1000 square miles) and is comparatively longer than Coal, Garden, and Penoyer Valleys. 
The valley extends about 128 kilometers (80 miles) along a northwest, southeast trend, 
being at least 24 kilometers (15 miles) wide. Nevada State Highway 375 traverses the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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northern valley from Coyote Summit on the west to Hancock Summit on the east. The 
south half o f Tikaboo Valley is part o f the Nellis Air Force Test Range.
Physiography
Penoyer, Garden, Coal and Tikaboo Valleys are part of the Basin and Range province, 
characterized by horst and graben structures extending from eastern California to Utah. 
The following is a summary o f Penoyer Valley physiography.
Quinn Canvon Range. This range comprises the western and northern watershed 
boundary between Penoyer and Railroad Valley. The highest peak rises to 2768 meters 
(9080 feet) above mean sea level (AMSL) to the north. The extreme northern watershed 
boundary extends to about latitude 38° 02' 30" N (T2N, R54E, R55E, and R56E, 
MBD&M).
Worthington Mountains. This range comprises part of the northeastern watershed 
boundary between Penoyer and Garden Valley. Worthington Peak rises to 2738 meters 
(8980 feet) AMSL, whereas Meeker Peak rises to 2672 meters (8765 feet). This 
watershed boundary is located about longitude 115°35' 00" W (R57E, TIN  and TIS, 
MBD&M).
Timpahute Range. This range comprises part of the southeastern watershed boundary 
between Penoyer Valley and Tikaboo Valley. Monte Mountain rises to 2424 meters 
(7950 feet) AMSL. The watershed boundary is located at approximately latitude 37° 37' 
30" N (T 4S, R55E, R56E, R57E, and R58E).
Belted Range. This range comprises part o f the southwestern watershed boundary 
between Penoyer and Kawich Valley. The highest peak rises 2466 meters (8090 feet)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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AMSL. The watershed boundary is located approximately at longitude 116° 05' 00" W 
(T3S, T4S, and T5S, R 53E).
Groom Range. This range lies on the southern perimeter o f Penoyer Valley west o f 
Coyote Summit. Groom Range comprises the western and northern watershed boundary 
between Tikaboo Valley to the east and Emigrant Valley to the west. The highest peak is 
Bald Mountain, about 2860 meters (9380 feet) AMSL.
Chalk Mountain. This topographic high also lies on the southern perimeter o f Penoyer 
Valley comprising the watershed divide with Emigrant Valley to the south (T4S, T5S, 
R54E). Chalk Mountain rises 2244 meters (7360 feet) AMSL.
Pleistocene Lake Bed. The playa lake bed lies north o f Rachel (T3S, R551/2E) in the 
south central valley having a physiographic low elevation of 1445 meters (4750 feet) 
AMSL and is characterized by a dry playa lake bed.
Geologic History
During the Late Precambrian a passive margin developed off the western North 
American craton (Stewart and Suczeck, 1977). From Late Precambrian to Late Devonian, 
a shallow sea inundated this passive margin, producing the present day Paleozoic 
carbonates and dolomites o f the Worthington Mountains and Timpahute Range. Although 
carbonate and dolomite deposition occurred throughout the Paleozoic, this shallow sea 
was closed in Late Devonian possibly by an island arc, located west o f the continental 
margin (Burchfiel and Davis, 1972). This closure and associated mountain building event 
is known as the Antler orogeny o f the Late Devonian/Early Mississippian Period. The 
Sonoma orogeny in the Late Permian/Early Triassic marked the end of marine deposition.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Mesozoic compressionai deformation is characterized by the Sevier orogeny which 
lasted from Late Jurassic to Cretacious (Burchfiel, 1979). During the Sevier orogeny 
older formations were superimposed on younger formations along low-angle thrust 
(detachment) faults. This type o f thrust faulting resulted from compression along the 
western continental margin, representing at least 65 kilometers (40 miles) of shortening 
(Dixon, 1982).
Superimposed on the compressionai structures o f the Sevier orogeny is the Cenozoic 
(Tertiary) extension and volcanism. Extension of the Great Basin may have begun as 
early as Eocene, accompanied by large volumes o f pyroclastic volcanism from 34-14 Ma 
(million years before present; Axen, Taylor, and Bartley, 1993). Approximately 17 Ma 
the Basin and Range province began taking its present form. This form is characterized 
by range-bounding faults that separate basins (valleys) on the downthrown side from 
mountains on the upthrown side o f the faults. A detailed discussion o f regional geologic 
history will be presented in Chaper 2.
Structure
Structure o f  Penoyer, Garden, Coal, and Tikaboo Valleys is dominated by Tertiary 
extension (Tschanz and Pampeyan,1970; Cornwall, 1972). For example, the Worthington 
Mountains represent a fault block between Penoyer and Garden Valleys, with range- 
bounding faults to the east and west. Although more complicated, the Timpahute Range 
is also a fault block that separates Penoyer and Tikaboo Valleys. Both the Worthington 
Mountains and Timpahute Range exhibit thrust faulting characteristic o f the Mesozoic 
Sevier orogeny (Martin, 1987; Taylor, Dobbs, Nelson, and Armstrong, 1994). Sevier
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
thrust faults are offset by Tertiary, range-bounding faults in both the Worthington 
Mountains and Timpahute Range. The Groom Range and the Quinn Canyon Range also 
show typical Basin and Range structure, with range bounding faults on the west and north 
limits o f the Groom Range, and on the east side of the Quinn Canyon Range.
Stratigraphy
Both the Worthington Mountains and the Timpahute Range are comprised of 
Paleozoic limestones and dolomites ranging from Cambrian to Permian in age. These 
carbonate rock formations allow for transmission o f groundwater between adjacent, 
closed alluvial basins. The Quinn Canyon Range is comprised primarily of Tertiary 
volcanics, such as welded tuffs and quartz latite, whereas the Groom Range is comprised 
primarily o f Tertiary volcanics and the Cambrian Prospect Mountain Quartzite (Tschanz 
and Pampeyan, 1970; Cornwall, 1972).
Climate
The climate o f Penoyer, Garden, Coal and Tikaboo Valleys is arid to semi-arid.
Penoyer Valley receives approximately 8 inches per year average annual precipitation 
(Van Denburgh and Rush, 1974). Cold air masses during the winter months approach the 
valley from the west, however, a rain shadow exists east of the Sierra Nevada in 
California. The rain shadow results from precipitation dropping out of storms passing 
over the Sierra, leaving areas to the east with less precipitation. Summer storms move 
north along the Colorado River extensional corridor and into central Nevada, including
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Penoyer, Garden, Coal, and Tikaboo Valleys (Quiring, 1965). Vegetation is typical o f the 
Great Basin arid to semi-arid climate, with saltbrush and creosote bush found in the 
lower, central valley locations. These desert bushes give way to juniper and pinyon pine 
at approximately 1829 meters (6000 feet) AMSL.
Previous Work
Several investigations pertaining  to hydrogeology and geology have been conducted in 
the vicinity o f Penoyer, Coal, Garden and Tikaboo Valleys. A reconnaissance study was 
performed by Scott, et al (1971) for Tikaboo Valley and for Coal & Garden Valleys. The 
State of Nevada also performed a reconnaissance series, which included work performed 
by Van Denburgh and Rush (1974) on the hydrology of Railroad and Penoyer Valleys. 
Winograd and Thordarson (1975) presented the results of numerous aquifer tests for the 
Nevada Test Site. Cole, et al (1992) completed a study for the Tikaboo Valley which is 
also a part o f the LW W D  Cooperative Water Project Series. Brothers, Buqo, and Tracy 
(1993) established a steady state groundwater model for Coal and Garden Valleys as part 
of the LW W D  Cooperative Water Project Series. Dettinger, et al (1995) described the 
distribution of carbonate-rock aquifers along with the potential for development. This 
report studied the south part of the Regional Aquifer System Analysis (RASA) study area, 
emphasizing regional flow patterns such as the White River Flow System, and providing 
estimates for hydraulic parameters. Prudic, Harrill, and Burbey (1995) published a 
conceptual evaluation of regional groundwater flow for the carbonate-rock province of 
Nevada and Utah. This report provided guidelines for regional flow patterns and a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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conceptual regional flow model, and utilized a three dimensional, finite difference model 
developed by the USGS to simulate steady-state conditions.
Geology has been studied by Tschanz and Pampeyan (1970) and by Cornwall (1972). 
These reports provided an overview o f regional lithologies and structure for both Lincoln 
and southern Nye Counties. The lithology and structure of the Worthington Moimtains 
were studied by Martin (1987) as part o f a Master o f Science thesis. Taylor, et al (1989) 
studied the timing of the Railroad Valley-Pioche Transect, whereas Axen, Taylor, and 
Bartley (1993) summarized space-time patterns and tectonic controls o f Tertiary 
extension and magmatism in the Great Basin. Taylor, et al (1994) reviewed the 
Timpahute Range as an example of a four-way closure and possible oil and gas structural 
trap as a result o f multiple tectonic events. Dobbs and Taylor (1994) investigated the 
structural and stratigraphie petroleum potential with special emphasis south of the 
Railroad Valley producing trend. Liberty, Heller, and Smithson (1994) reported seismic 
reflection data for Tertiary basins in east-central Nevada. Overtoom and Bartley (1996) 
proposed a tectonmagmatic model to explain the occurrence of southward migrating 
volcanism during Cenozoic extension.
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Figure 1. Vicinity Map. Penoyer Valley is located approximately 225 kilometers (140 
miles) northwest o f Las Vegas, Nevada, in the Great Basin Physiographic province. 
Carbonate rock aquifer is shown shaded, above. North is to the top of the page (after 
Prudic, Harrill, and Burbey, 1995).
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Figure 2. Colorado River Subregion. This subregion drains from north to south into the 
Colorado River, comprised of the Penoyer and White River subregions. Penoyer Valley 
(PV) is divided between the Penoyer subregion and the White River subregion. This 
boundary separates basement carbonate rock and volcanic lithologies (after Prudic, 
Harrill, and Burbey, 1995).
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Figure 3. Location Map. The above location map shows Penoyer Valley. North follows 
the Nye Co/Lincoln Co line (after Van Denburgh and Rush, 1974).
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CHAPTER 2
HYDROGEOLOGIC SETTING 
Because geology o f the study area is complex, this section extracts the pertinent, 
regional hydrogeologic setting, geologic history, lithology, hydrostratigraphy, and 
geologic structure as it relates to the study area.
Regional Hydrogeologic Setting 
A regional, carbonate rock aquifer located in east-central Nevada may allow 
transmission o f groundwater over large distances (Figure 1). The aquifer extends from 
Idaho on the north to Muddy River Springs on the south, and from Death Valley, 
California on the west to Utah on the east. Groundwater flows from north to south and 
discharges through springs, such as Muddy River Springs north of Las Vegas, Nevada, or 
Ash Meadows in southwestern Nevada, in the Amargosa Desert. Groundwater movement 
to Muddy River Springs is transmitted along the White River subregion of the Colorado 
River drainage basin, as defined by Prudic, Harrill, and Burbey (1995). Groundwater 
movement west of the Colorado River subregion flows southwest to Ash Meadows, in the 
east-central Amargosa Desert, to Alkalai Flat near Death Valley Junction in the southern
13
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Amargosa Desert, and Oasis Valley between Beatty and Springdale, Nevada (Winograd 
and Thordarson, 1975).
Penoyer, Garden, Coal, and Tikaboo Valleys are part of the Colorado River drainage 
basin located in east-central Nevada (Prudic, Harrill, and Burbey, 1995) (Figure 2). The 
Colorado River drainage basin is divided into four subregions, namely the Penoyer, White 
River, Las Vegas, and Virgin River subregions. The Penoyer subregion comprises 
approximately the western two-thirds of Penoyer Valley, whereas the eastern third o f 
Penoyer Valley is part o f the White River subregion. Garden, Coal, and Tikaboo Valleys 
are located entirely in the White River subregion (Prudic, Harrill, and Burbey, 1995). The 
boundary within Penoyer Valley that divides the Penoyer subregion and White River 
subregion marks a change in basement lithologies from volcanic rock on the west to 
carbonate rock on the east. The White River subregion includes the carbonate rocks 
found in the Worthington Mountains and the Timpahute Range.
Within the study area, lithologies vary from Paleozoic carbonates to Quaternary 
alluvium in age. For example. Paleozoic carbonates are located in the Worthington 
Mountains and the Timpahute Range, whereas Tertiary volcanics are found in the Quinn 
Canyon Range, Belted Range, and Chalk Mountains. Precambrian quartzites can be found 
on the western flank of the Groom Range (Figure 4).
Stratigraphie sequences are displaced by compressional thrusts formed during the 
Mesozoic Sevier orogeny, or by range-bounding normal faults formed during Cenozoic 
extension. A Sevier-type thrust fault occurs in the Worthington Mountains as the 
Freiberg thrust, which correlates with the Lincoln thrust o f the Timpahute Range. A 
range-bounding normal fault (the Penoyer Valley fault) strikes northeast-southwest.
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bounding the Worthington Mountains on the west. Likewise, the Timpahute Range has 
range-bounding normal faults on its north, south, east, and west flank (Figure 4).
Geologic History
Prepaleozoic to Paleozoic. The earliest formations in the study area are Precambrian 
and Cambrian quartzites, limestones and dolomites. The limestones and dolomites 
formed in a shallow, warm, passive continental shelf environment, whereas siliceous 
sediments were formed from deep water, abyssal deposition, or as well sorted, clean 
beach sand. From Early Cambrian to Late Devonian, both clastic and carbonate 
deposition occurred as part of the Cordilleran miogeocline (Fierro, 1986; Tschanz and 
Pampeyan, 1970). For example, the Prospect Mountain Quartzite is found on the western 
flank of the Groom Range with a thickness of at least 6097 meters (20,000 feet) dating 
from the Precambrian. This quartzite correlates with the Stirling Quartzite and Wood 
Canyon Quartzites at other locations (Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1970). During the 
Cambrian period, the equatorial trend was from Houston to Hudson Bay, placing the 
study area in the southern hemisphere. By Late Devonian, North America drifted 
northwest such that the equatorial trend was from Los Angeles to Minnesota, transecting 
the present-day Great Basin (Fiero, 1986).
Mississippian to Permian limestones and dolomites occur in both the Worthington 
Mountains and the Timpahute Range (Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1970; Taylor et al, 1994). 
During this period the Antler Orogeny occurred along the Roberts Mountain thrust, which 
compressed the Great Basin by at least 145 kilometers (90 miles). This crustal shortening 
occurred northwest of the study area, and may have contributed to the deposition of
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Mississippian and Permian limestones and dolomites. The carbonates may have been 
formed in a shallow shelf environment to the east o f the Antler Mountains. By the end of 
the Permian period the trend o f the equator was from northern California to Minnesota, 
which places the study area again in the southern hemisphere. During the Late Permian 
to Early Triassic the Sonoma Orogeny, evidenced by the Golconda thrust, is associated 
with a possible accretion o f a plate to the western continental margin. However, the 
Golconda thrust occurs west o f the study area, and therefore does not have significant 
impact on area geology.
Mesozoic. The next mountain building episode occurred in the Mesozoic as the Sevier 
phase of the Cordilleran orogeny. Although the scope of the Cordilleran orogeny 
included the emplacement o f the Sierra batholith, and uplift o f the Rocky Mountains, only 
the Sevier phase impacted the study area. The Sevier orogeny formed the Overthrust 
Belt, extending from California to Wyoming, where large masses of rock were shoved 
east along low angle, east-vergent thrust faults (Fiero, 1986). Thrusting migrated from 
west to east, beginning in the Jurassic rocks and ending in Late Cretaceous formations, 
during which 35-70 kilometers (22-45 miles) of crustal shortening occurred. In the study 
area, Sevier-type thrust faulting can be seen in the Worthington Mountains as the Freiberg 
thrust, or in the Timpahute Range as the Lincoln thrust. Both the Lincoln and Freiberg 
thrusts superimpose younger Paleozoic formations over older Paleozoic formations along 
low angle thrusts.
Cenozoic. Extensional tectonics likely began in the northern Great Basin during the 
late Paleocene and migrated south in conjunction with magmatism (Axen et al, 1993). 
Thickening of the lithosphere during the Late Cretaceous Sevier orogeny may have
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triggered Tertiary extension resulting in today's physiography. Subduction o f the 
Mendocino triple junction and the Farallon Plate weakened Great Basin lithosphere, 
contributing to extensional collapse (Axen et al 1993).
Several regional east-west trending structures occur in the study area such as the 
Timpahute Lineament, or the Silver King (Blue Ribbon) Lineament. One 
tectonomagmatic model suggests that southward migration o f a magmatic belt accounts 
for the timing o f Tertiary extension and magmatism (Figure 5) (Overtoom and Bartley, 
1996). According to this model, synvolcanic magmatism, such as the Quinn Canyon 
Caldera, is associated with east-west lineaments, and is caused by thermal weakening of 
the lithosphere along the south migrating magmatic belt. Extension along the magmatic 
belt is north-south, or perpendicular, to east-west Great Basin extension.
Tertiary volcanism once blanketed rhyolitic ash fall and ash flow tuff over the study 
area and is associated with east-west lineaments and calderas. Subsequent east-west 
extension created the present-day Great Basin horst and graben physiography. East-west 
extension dates from pre-32 Ma and continues until present day (Taylor et al, 1989). 
Quaternary and Tertiary valley fill and alluvium therefore represents the erosional by­
product of east-west extension.
Lithology
Stratigraphy in the vicinity o f Penoyer Valley has been summarized for both Lincoln 
and southern Nye Counties (Tschanz and Pampeyen, 1970; Cornwall, 1972). Figure 4 is 
a simplified geologic map indicating the distribution o f Paleozoic carbonates. Paleozoic 
non-carbonates, volcanic rocks, lake deposits, and alluvium. To the west and southwest.
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the Quinn Canyon Range, Belted Range, and Chalk Mountain are comprised mostly of 
Tertiary volcanics, whereas to the east and southeast the Worthington Mountains and the 
Timpahute Range are comprised mostly of Paleozoic carbonates. The Groom Range on 
the southern perimeter is generally comprised of Tertiary volcanics and Paleozoic non­
carbonate rocks.
Paleozoic. The Paleozoic stratigraphie section in northern Lincoln County is 
approximately 9756 meters (32,000 feet) thick (Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1970). In the 
Worthington Mountains, 1774 meters (5820 feet) of the Paleozoic stratigraphie section is 
exposed (Figure 6) (Martin, 1987). The following is a brief description o f the Paleozoic 
section within the Worthington Mountains.
Pogonip Group (Ordovician! Approximately 600 meters (1980 feet) thick, 
the Pogonip Group can be differentiated into three formations, namely the 
Goodwin Limestone, the Middle Pogonip Undifferentiated, and the Antelope 
Valley Limestone (Martin, 1987).
The Goodwin Limestone. Approximately 150 meters (490 feet) thick, 
the formation is a dark gray, thickly bedded limestone, interbedded with 
chert stringers and thin layers of dolomite (Martin, 1987).
The Middle Pogonip Undifferentiated. Approximately 275 meters (900 
feet) thick, the formation varies from gray, massive limestone to silty 
limestones, with some bedding characterized by chert stringers. This 
undifferentiated group is comprised of the Parker Spring formation and 
Shingle Limestone (Martin, 1987).
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The Antelope Valiev T.imestone. Approximately 180 meters (590 feet) 
thick, the upper unit consists o f medium to thickly bedded, dark blue-gray, 
fossiliferous limestones with yellow to orange, thinly bedded silt (Martin, 
1987).
The Eureka Quartzite (Ordovician). Approximately 150 meters (490 feet) 
thick, this formation varies in color from white, to pink, to brownish red, 
consisting of medium bedding, comprised of medium to coarse grained vitreous 
quartzite (Martin, 1987).
The Fish Haven Dolomite (Ordovician). Approximately 150 meters (490 feet) 
thick, this formation is comprised of a thick-bedded, dark gray, finely arenaceous 
dolomite (Martin, 1987).
The Laketown Dolomite (Silurian). Approximately 210 meters (690 feet) 
thick, this formation is comprised of three units. The lower unit is comprised of 
light gray, medium to coarse grained dolostone. The middle and upper units are 
comprised of dark gray laminated dolostone and brown fossiliferous dolostone 
(Martin, 1987).
The Sew  Dolomite (Devonian). Approximately 420 meters (1380 feet) thick, 
the Sevy Dolomite consists of thick beds o f gray, finely crystalline dolomite. This 
formation is a fairly common outcrop in the Worthington Mountains (Martin, 
1987).
The Simonson Dolomite (Devonian). Approximately 180 meters (590 feet) 
thick, this formation consists of dark gray, thick bedded, laminated dolostone 
(Martin, 1987).
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The Guilmette Limestone (Devonian). Approximately 60 meters (200 feet) 
thick, consists o f a thick-bedded, medium grained, blue-gray limestone located on 
the southern cliffs of the Worthington Mountains (Martin, 1987).
The Paleozoic section found in the Worthington Mountains is similar to the Paleozoic 
section found in the Timpahute Range (Figure 7). The base of the Paleozoic section is 
marked by the Windfall Limestone, followed by the Pogonip Group, the Antelope Valley 
Limestone, Eureka Quartzite, Fishhaven Dolomite, Sevy Dolomite, Oxyoke Canyon 
Sandstone, Simonson Dolomite, and Guilmette Formation. The approximate thickness of 
the Timpahute stratigraphie section is 3540 meters (11,500 feet) (Taylor et al., 1994).
Other outcrops o f Paleozoic rocks (Cambrian, Ordovician, and Devonian) occur in the 
Groom Range. The Cambrian, Prospect Mountain Quartzite is approximately 2378 
meters (7800 feet) thick along the western flank of Groom Range, and may be as thick as 
6098 meters (20,000 feet) (Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1970).
Tertiarv. Although Tertiary volcanic rocks are predominantly located on the eastern 
and southern edge o f Penoyer Valley, outcrops o f Tertiary volcanics are located southeast 
of the Worthington Mountains, between the Worthington Mountains and the Timpahute 
Range, and southwest of the Timpahute Range between the Timpahute Range and the 
Groom Range. Bald Mountain, rising 2869 meters (9380 feet) AMSL in the Groom 
Range, is a conical volcanic peak (Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1970).
At least 1525 meters (5000 feet) of volcanic rock occur in the Quinn Canyon Range, 
on the western edge of Penoyer Valley (Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1970). The volcanic 
rocks are predominantly quartz latite and rhyolitic welded ash flows (Cornwall, 1972).
The Belted Range and Chalk Mountain are also comprised of Tertiary volcanic rocks.
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Other Tertiary rocks occur as granitic, dioritic, or basaltic intrusive stocks and dikes. 
Granitic stocks occur in the Worthington Mountains, Timpahute Range, and Groom 
Range (Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1970). In the northern Worthington Mountains a granitic 
stock intrudes the Ordovician Pogonip Group, whereas north-south striking diabase dikes 
intrude the Freiberg thrust and high-angle Tertiary faults (Martin, 1987). A basalt flow is 
located in the southwestern comer o f Penoyer Valley.
Tertiarv-Ouatemarv. The remainder o f Penoyer Valley is covered by Tertiary and 
Quaternary alluvium and gravel deposits that may dip towards the valley center between 
5° and 15°. Deposits from eroded volcanic rocks tend to be more fine grained than 
deposits from Paleozoic carbonate rocks. In southeastern Penoyer Valley the Penoyer 
fault separates Quaternary alluvium on the west from Tertiary-Quaternary alluvium on the 
east. This Tertiary-Quatemary alluvium is bordered by the Worthington Mountains on 
the north, the Timpahute Range on the south, the western edge of Penoyer Valley on the 
east, and the Penoyer fault on the west.
Thicknesses of Tertiary-Quatemary alluvium vary with the size and shape of 
respective valleys. Cross-sections through Tikaboo Valley indicate that alluvial 
thicknesses may be as much as 305 meters (1000 ft) (Cole et al, 1992). Seismic reflection 
data from Railroad Valley, immediately west o f Penoyer, indicates that Quatemary- 
Tertiary alluvium is over 610 meters (2000 feet) thick (Liberty, Heller, and Smithson, 
1994). Alluvial thicknesses throughout Lincoln County vary from 305 to 610 meters 
(1000 to 2000 feet) (Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1970).
Pliocene and Pleistocene lake bed deposits occur in Penoyer Valley, Coal Valley, and 
Tikaboo Valley. These deposits are typically fine grained silts and clays that formed
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when the climate was wetter and lakes filled many of the valleys o f Lincoln County. In 
Penoyer Valley, the dry lake bed is located just north o f Rachel, and may be accessed via 
Nevada State Highway 375.
Hydrostratigraphy
Paleozoic Carbonate Rocks. Paleozoic carbonate rocks found in the Worthington 
Mountains and the Timpahute Range are considered aquifers because o f fracturing and 
dissolution. Fracturing within the Paleozoic limestones is caused by the brittle nature of 
the rock and the complex structure found throughout the region (Winograd and 
Thordarson, 1975). Dissolution of carbonate rock by groundwater that is slightly acidic 
may open existing fractures and joints fiirther. For example, unfractured matrix supported 
limestone cores from the Nevada Test Site have hydraulic conductivities that vary 
between 9.14 x 10'^ m/d (0.000003 ft/d) and 3 x 10"̂  m/d (0.00001 ft/d), with a median 
of 3.1 X 10'^ m/d (0.01 ft/d) (Dettinger et al, 1995). However, fractured limestone cores 
have hydraulic conductivities that vary between 3.1 x 10'  ̂m/d (0.01 ft/d) and 286 m/d 
(940 ft/d) with a median of 1.4 m/d (4.5 ft/d) (Dettinger et al, 1995). Although existing 
limestone porosities may vary between 0.4 and 12.4 percent, with a median of 5.5 
percent, only 20% of the existing porosities may be connected and only 1% may 
contribute to regional groundwater flow (Dettinger et al., 1995). Transmissivities for the 
Nevada Test Site vary from 7.9 m^/d (85 ft^/d) to 9852 m^/d (106,000 ft^/d) (Winograd 
and Thordarson, 1975) (Figure 8). Transmissivities used to model the lower, carbonate 
aquifer layer (Layer 2) o f the Penoyer subregion were reported at 48 m^/d (520 ft^/d) 
(Prudic, Harrill, and Burbey, 1995). In general, dissolution of the limestone aquifer likely
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occurs where the flowrates are higher in highly fractured rock, such as faults, and where 
non-carbonate (clay and silt) content in the limestone is low (Waddell, Robison, and 
Blankennagel, 1984). However, the comparatively drier climate of the region limits the 
amount of water and vegetation available to produce higher volumes of acidic 
groundwater. Tables 1 and 2 are a summary o f transmissivities and hydraulic 
conductivities for modeled lithologies found in southern Nevada.
Paleozoic Non-carbonate Rocks. Paleozoic non-carbonate rocks in the Worthington 
Mountains and Timpahute Range are limited to the Eureka Quartzite. Because both 
shales and quartzite behave in non-brittle (ductile) deformation they are generally less 
permeable than fractures in carbonate rocks. Quartzite is made of recrystalized quartz 
sand and may fracture into small fragments, filling the fault zone with low permeable 
fault gauge. Shale may show both ductile and brittle deformation, where it shatters into 
smaller (clay size) fragments that fills the fault with gauge. Aquifer tests performed at the 
Nevada Test Site determined a median hydraulic conductivity for non-Carbonate rocks at 
4.5 X 10'  ̂m/d (.015 ft/d), significantly less than the fractured carbonate rock hydraulic 
conductivity (Dettinger, et al., 1995). Springs in valley fill may be fed by perched 
groundwater that cannot pass through shales or quartzite, forcing water to migrate down- 
dip until reaching an outlet (Winograd and Thordarson, 1975).
Tertiarv Volcanics. Tertiary volcanic tuffs may act either as aquifers or aquitards. A 
welded tuff results from the emplacement o f turbulent volcanic gas and pyroclastic 
materials in an ash flow. The tuff is consolidated and becomes "welded" by the cohesion 
of molten glass shards and pumice (Winograd and Thordarson, 1975). Welding of the
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Table I. Summary o f Transmissivity and Hydraulic Conductivity Values in so. 
Nevada (SI)
Transmissivity (m"/d)
Aquifer Minimum Maximum Median Model
Valley Fill' 29.8 416 137 46.5
TuffA/dlcanic' 0.62 845 26 9.3
Carbonate' 7.9 9852 — 37
Hydraulic Conductivitv, (m/d)
Aquifer Minimum Maximum Median Model
Valley FÜ1- 0.006 42.6 22.5 0.1
Carbonate (unfract)^ 9.2 X 10'̂ 3.1x10'^ 3 X 10"̂ 0.076
Carbonate (fract)̂ 3.1 X 10'̂ 286 1.4 0.076
ClasticS 1.8 X 10'̂ 4.5 X 10'̂ 0.006 0.02
'Winodrad and Thordarson, 1975 
"Plume and Carlton, 1988 
^Dettinger et al, 1995
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Table 2. Summary o f Transmissivity and Hydraulic Conductivity Values in so. 
Nevada (English).
Transmissivity (ft /̂d)
Aquifer Minimum Maximum Median Model
Valley Fill' 321 4,478 1,470 500
TuffiVolcanic' 6.7 9,090 281 100
Carbonate' 85 106,000 — 400
Hvdraulic Conductivitv. (ft/d)
Aquifer Minimum Maximum Median Model
Valley Fill" 0.02 140 74 0.33
Carbonate (unfract)^ 3x10"'̂ 0.01 1x10'* 0.25
Carbonate (fract)^ 0.01 940 4.5 0.25
Clastic^ 6 X 10'̂ 0.015 0.02 -----
'winograd and Thordarson, 1975 
"Plume and Carlton, 1988 
dettinger et al, 1995
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tuff varies from the perimeter o f the ash flow (poorly welded) to the center (highly 
welded) and is inversely related to porosity. Thus, the perimeter o f the welded tuff is 
more porous than the center o f the ash flow, since the center is highly welded (Winograd 
and Thordarson, 1975). However, records from the Nevada Test Site indicate that highly 
welded tuffs are the source o f interconnected fractures and therefore serve as an aquifer 
(Waddell, Robison, and Blankennagel, 1984) (Figure 9). Transmissivities o f tuffs vary 
from 0.62 m^/d (6.7 ft^/d) to 845 m^/d (9090 ft^/d), with a median o f 26 m^/d (281ft^/d) 
(Winograd and Thordarson, 1975). Rhyolitic, welded tuffs occur in the Quinn Canyon 
Range on the eastern perimeter o f Penoyer Valley and may transmit groundwater acting 
as an aquifer rather than an aquitard (Cornwall, 1972).
Tuffs that act as aquitards commonly have clays or zeolites in their matrix, although 
the tuffs may be of differing origins. These tuffs typically will have a high degree of 
fractures, high porosities, but low permeabilities (Winograd and Thordarson, 1975).
Tertiarv-Ouatemarv Alluvium. Tertiary-Quatemary alluvium, and Quaternary 
alluvium are considered here to have the same hydraulic properties. Flow through alluvial 
deposits is considered to take place through interstitial porosity with higher permeabilities 
in sand and gravel deposits. Lower permeabilities occur adjacent playa lake beds where 
finer grained sediments are interbedded with coarse grained sands and gravels. Lower 
permeabilities also occur where alluvial fans coalesce, or along the outer edge o f fans 
furthest from the source rock. Transmissivities of the valley fill aquifer vary from 29.8 
mVd (321 ff/d) to 416 mVd (4478 ff/d), with a median value of 137 mVd (1470 ft^/d) 
(Winograd and Thordarson, 1975).
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Geologic Structure
The geologic structure o f the project site is complex, where thick seqeunces of 
Paleozoic carbonate rocks have undergone Mesozoic shortening and Cenozoic extension. 
Especially complex is the Timpahute Range, where east-west and north-south Cenozoic 
extensional, range-bounding faults are located on all four sides. The Timpahute Range 
itself consists of complex, Mesozoic thrust faults. Although the regional geologic 
structure of central Nevada is beyond the scope of this thesis, the geologic structure of the 
study area can be broken into three categories: 1) Mesozoic thrust faulting associated 
with the Sevier orogeny, 2) north-south trending range-bounding faults associated with 
Cenozoic extension, and 3) east-west trending lineaments such as the Timpahute 
lineament, associated with a change in principal stress during Cenozoic extension.
Mesozoic Thrust Faulting. Several Mesozoic thrust faults are located in the study 
area, namely the Freiberg thrust in the Worthington Mountains and the Lincoln, Coyote, 
Schofield, Joshua, Monte Mountain, and Mount Irish thrusts in the Timpahute Range 
(Taylor et. al., 1994). The Central Nevada Thrust Belt (CNTB) extends north of the study 
area, comprising both the Garden Valley Thrust System and the Eureka Belt (Figure 10). 
The CNTB may represent a western part of the Sevier thrust belt that was rifted west by 
Tertiary extension (Bartley and Gleason, 1990).
Regional Mesozoic Thrust Faulting. Mesozoic compressional structures 
associated with the Sevier orogeny extend fi'om eastern California on the west to 
Utah on the east. Numerous Sevier thrust faults are exposed along a transect south 
of Las Vegas at 36° north latitude (Martin, 1987).
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Mesozoic thrust faulting varied both temporally and spatially in deformation 
style. Thrust faulting began about late Triassic in the west, becoming younger in 
the east, where the youngest thrusts date to Cretaceous. The oldest thrusts appear 
in the Last Chance Thrust System in southeastern California, varying between late 
Triassic to early Cretaceous in age. The Last Chance Thrust System includes Last 
Chance, Racetrack, Marble Canyon, and Lemoigne thrusts. To the east, the 
Keystone and Muddy Mountain thrusts may be early Cretaceous in age (Martin, 
1987).
Changes in deformational style o f Sevier-type thrust faulting also occurred 
from west to east. The Last Chance Thrust System shows a strong ductile 
deformation associated with the Sierra Nevada magmatic arc, as compared to a 
brittle deformation style found further east. Typically the Last Chance Thrust 
System includes strong recumbent folds, with comparatively less horizontal 
displacement than thrusts to the east (Martin, 1987). Thrust faults to the east show 
a strong decollement style, and are stratigraphically controlled. Eastern thrusts 
extend long distances along strike, along a decollement, brittle rupture surface.
Local Mesozoic Thrust Faulting. Local thrust faulting occurs in the Quinn 
Canyon Range, Golden Gate Range, Timpahute Range, Worthington Mountains, 
and Pahranagat Range (Kleinhampl and Ziony, 1985; Murray, 1985; Bartley and 
Gleason, 1990; Jayco, 1990; Switzer, 1996). The Garden Valley Thrust System 
is a part o f the Central Nevada Thrust Belt comprising the Freiberg thrust in the 
Worthington Mountains, and extends north o f the study area. The Rimrock thrust 
in the Quinn Canyon Range correlates with the Freiberg thrust in the Worthington
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Mountains and the Lincoln thrust in the Timpahute Range (Bartley and Gleason, 
1990; Taylor et al, 1994). Although the Garden Valley Thrust System appears to 
represent a distinct belt o f thrusting, it is probably part of the Sevier thrust belt 
that has been rifted to the west by Cenozoic extension, and is therefore considered 
Mesozoic in age (Bartley and Gleason, 1990) (Figure 11). The Grant and Quinn 
Canyon Range are part of the same extensional block as the Worthington 
Mountains.
Evidence for correlation of the Rimrock-Freiberg-Lincoln thrust can be found 
from the various stratigraphie sections o f the Quirm Canyon Range, Worthington 
Mountains, and Timpahute Range. For example, both the Rimrock thrust and the 
Freiberg thrust place Ordovician Pogonip Group Limestone over Devonian Sevy 
Dolomite (Bartley and Gleason, 1990). Similarly, the Lincoln thrust in the 
Timpahute Range places Ordovician Pogonip Limestone over Mississippian 
Joanna Limestone (Taylor et al, 1994). Typically, the Pogonip Limestone is found 
in the hanging wall of the thrusts, with the Sevy Dolomite or Joanna Limestone 
found in the footwall o f the thrusts.
East-West Cenozoic Extension. Superimposed on the Mesozoic compression is the 
regional, east-west Cenozoic extension characterized by Tertiary, north-south trending 
range bounding faults. In the vicinity of Penoyer Valley, the Worthington Mountains form 
a north-south trending fault block separating Penoyer and Garden Valleys. The Quinn 
Canyon Range represents a northeast trending fault block between Penoyer Valley and 
southern Railroad Valley, and may be part o f the same extensional fault block as the 
Worthington Mountains (Bartley and Gleason, 1990). The Penoyer fault trends northeast-
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southwest in southwestern Penoyer Valley, trending north along the western flank o f the 
Worthington Mountains, and may continue north along the eastern flank of the Quinn 
Canyon Range (Martin, 1987). The Quinn Canyon Range represents a northeast trending 
fault block between Penoyer Valley and southern Railroad Valley. North-south range- 
bounding faults occur in the Timpahute Range, such as the Tikaboo Valley fault and the 
Schofield Pass fault (Taylor et al 1994). Other north-south trending normal faults appear 
in the Groom Range and throughout central Nevada.
North-South Cenozoic Extension. Several east-west trending lineaments occur 
throughout Nevada, and are associated with Cenozoic north-south extension, in 
opposition to Cenozoic east-west extension. The Silver King lineament is an east-west 
trending structure located north o f the study area in the Quinn Canyon Range, whereas the 
Timpahute lineament is an east-west trending structure located south of Penoyer Valley 
and north of Tikaboo Valley (Ekren et. al., 1976; Hubertise, 1994) (Figure 12). The 
Silver King is important because it is associated with the Quinn Canyon Caldera 
Complex north o f Penoyer Valley. The Timpahute lineament is important because it is 
associated with the extensional, range bounding faults north and south of the Timpahute 
Range.
Silver King Lineament. The Silver King Lineament is an east-west trending 
structure located north of Penoyer Valley in the Quinn Canyon Range (Hubertise, 
1994) (Figure 13). The Silver King Lineament is regionally associated with the 
Warm Springs-Silver King-Blue Ribbon east-west trending structure extending 
from the California/Nevada state line on the west to the Wasatch front in Utah on 
the east. The lineament is characterized by a topographic low with higher ranges
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Quaternary/Tertiary fill than valleys to the north of the lineament (Hubertise, 
1994). Caldera complexes such as the Indian Peak, Quinn Canyon, and Pancake 
Range calderas are a part of the east-west trend, in addition to numerous small 
fault blocks. North of the Gap Mountain fault, on the northern edge o f  the 
lineament, range bounding faults dip to the west, as in Coal, Garden, and White 
River Valleys. South of the Timber Mountain fault, the southern edge o f the 
lineament, the range bounding faults dip to the east. It has been si^gested that the 
Silver King lineament acts as an accommodation zone between west dipping and 
east-dipping grabens in the vicinity of Garden, Coal and White River Valleys 
(Hubertise, 1994).
Timpahute Lineament. The Timpahute lineament extends across east-central 
Nevada and into Utah (Figure 14). The Timpahute lineament is characterized by 
east-trending topographic features that include the Timpahute Range and the 
Pahroc Range (Ekren et al, 1976). Ekren et.al. (1976) attributed at least five (5) 
important features associated with the Timpahute lineament, namely 1) the 
lineament serves as an east-west control for topographic highs, such as the 
Timpahute Range, 2) north-south trending valleys and ranges are interrupted 
along the lineament, 3) the lineament controls the location of intrusive masses, 4) 
the lineament is associated with localized strike-slip faulting, and 5) the lineament 
is associated with seismicity in the southern part of the North Pahroc Range.
North of the lineament, north-south trending physiographic features such as Coal 
Valley and the Golden Gate Range form discrete structural elements, wheras south 
of the lineament at least 32 kilometers (20 miles) of volcanics are present that
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o f the lineament at least 32 kilometers (20 miles) o f volcanics are present that 
form a broad platform in contrast to local basin and range physiography (Ekren et. 
al, 1976). Igneous, volcanic, and rhyolitic plugs outcrop in the northern Groom 
Range and Timpahute Range. Movement along two strike-slip faults in the 
northern Timpahute Range has been left-lateral, but may have changed to oblique- 
slip in the Oligocene (Taylor et al., 1994).
Worthington Mountains. The dominant structural feature o f the Worthington 
Mountains is the Freiberg thrust of the Sevier age, which places Ordovician limestone 
and dolomite over Devonian dolostone (Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1970; Martin, 1987). 
Minor normal faults occur as Tertiary north-south trending extensional features and are 
too numerous to discuss in detail as a part o f this thesis. Other east-west trending 
extensional features occur in the southern portion of the range, whereas equigranular, 
fine-grained granite and diabase dikes outcrop in the north (Martin, 1987).
The Worthington Mountains can be divided into five (5) subareas, each with distinct 
structural features (Martin, 1987) (Figure 15). The Worthington Mountains are bound by 
range-bounding faults on the east and west (Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1970). On the east, 
a down-to-the-east normal fault separates the Worthington Mountains from Garden 
Valley. On the west, the down-to-the-west Penoyer fault separates the Worthington 
Mountains from Penoyer Valley. Minor extensional features exist within the mountain 
range itself, such as listric normal faults having typical offsets o f approximately 200 
meters (600 feet), striking north-south with a high angle dip to the west (Martin, 1987).
Subarea 1. Subarea 1 comprises the hanging wall of the Freiberg thrust, which 
traces north-south and dips between 35-50° west, with a west to east slip direction.
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The Freiberg thrust cuts hanging wall bedding between 5-15° upsection in the 
south part o f Subarea 1. Where the Freiberg thrust dives below the alluvium o f 
Penoyer Valley, Eureka Quartzite is placed over Sevy Dolomite. The estimated 
slip along the Freiberg thrust is approximately 4.2 km, assuming that at depth the 
thrust cuts along middle Pogonip below Penoyer Valley (Martin, 1987).
In the northern section of Subarea 1, a "horse" (or block bounded by two 
faults) demonstrates brittle-ductile transition related to granitic emplacement 
(Martin, 1987). Ductility varies with distance from the contact aureole, with 
higher ductility closest to the contact and lower ductility farthest from the contact. 
Siliceous layers such as the Eureka Quartzite demonstrated comparatively higher 
ductility than limestone formations. Further, siliceous limestones demonstrated 
comparatively higher ductility than limestones without siliceous content.
Subarea 2. Subarea 2 represents the footwall o f the Freiberg thrust, comprising 
Laketown Dolomite, Sevy Dolomite, Simonson Dolomite, and Guilmette 
Limestone (Martin, 1987). Bedding dips mildly to the west southwest.
Subarea 3. Subarea 3 is comparatively smaller than Subarea 1 and 2, and 
consists o f hanging wall units o f the Freiberg thrust placed against footwall units 
by normal faulting (Martin, 1987).
Subarea 4 . Subarea 4 is comprised o f a Cretaceous granitic stock and 
associated contact aureoles, syntectonic with movement along the Freiberg thrust.
Subarea 5. Subarea 5 represents a fault block comprised o f middle Pogonip, 
Eureka Quartzite, Sevy Dolomite and Simonson Dolomite, dipping mildly to the 
east (Martin, 1987).
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Timnahute Ranee. As previously described, the Timpahute range comprises part of 
the Timpahute lineament (Figure 14). The Timpahute Range is by far the most 
structurally complex portion o f the study area. At least six (6) thrust faults associated 
with the Sevier orogeny have been identified in the Timpahute Range and Mount Irish, 
namely (from east to west) the Coyote, Lincoln, Schofield, Joshua, Monte Mountain, and 
Mount Irish thrusts (Taylor et. al., 1994) (Figures 16,17, and 18).
Co vote Thrust. The exact location of the Coyote thrust is questionable, 
however, the thrust is probably exposed just west of Coyote Summit where State 
Route 375 traverses the topographic divide separating Penoyer and Tikaboo 
Valleys. Ordovician rocks thrust above Mississippian Scotty Wash silicic rocks 
probably mark the site of the Coyote thrust (Taylor et al, 1994).
Lincoln Thrust. The Lincoln thrust places the Ordovician Pogonip Formation 
over Mississippian Joanna Limestone, and Ordovician Eureka Quartzite over 
Silurian Laketown Dolomite. The surface trace of the thrust is located in the 
central Timpahute Range, dipping approximately 46° west, where the footwall 
cuts into Cambrian units 10-20° steeper than footwall bedding. The Lincoln thrust 
correlates with the Freiberg thrust in the Worthington Mountains (Taylor et. Al., 
1994).
Schofield Thrust. The Schofield thrust places Ordovician Pogonip Formation 
over Joanna Limestone. The surface trace o f the Schofield thrust is in close 
proximity to the surface trace o f the Monte Mountain and Joshua thrusts (Taylor 
et. al., 1994).
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Joshua Thrust. The Joshua thrust displaces Devonian/Mississippian Pilot 
Shale and the lower part of the Mississippian Joanna Limestone such that the 
section is repeated from the hanging wall to the footwall o f the thrust. The thrust 
dips only a few degrees to the west and in places is parallel to bedding (Taylor et. 
al., 1994).
Monte Mountain Thrust. The Monte Mountain thrust places approximately 
180 meters (600 feet) o f Devonian Guilmette sandstone and limestone over 
Mississippian Joanna Limestone. The Monte Mountain thrust shows a 2-10° dip to 
the west.
Mount Irish Thrust. The Mount Irish thrust places the Ordovician Pogonip 
Formation on Mississippian Joanna Limestone. The Monte Mountain thrust dips 
40-45° to the west.
Further complicating the structure of the Timpahute Range are the range-bounding 
faults associated with Cenozoic extension (Figure 16). At least five normal to normal- 
oblique slip faults bound the Timpahute Range (Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1970; Taylor et. 
al., 1994). East-west striking normal-oblique slip faults bounding the north and south 
Timpahute are part of the larger, east-west trending Timpahute lineament. North-south 
striking faults located on the west and east of the Timpahute Range are associated with 
east-west extension. These faults include the Schofield Pass fault and the Tikaboo Valley 
fault. The Schofield Pass fault places upper Cambrian on the east against Pennsylvanian/ 
Permian Ely Limestone on the west, having a 70-80° dip to the east (Taylor et. al.,
1994). Also exposed in the Timpahute Range is at least 2.6 square kilometers (one square 
mile) of Cretaceous granitic plutons which crop out in the northwestern part of the range.
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north of the Timpahute ridge block. Tertiary volcanics can be found north and south of 
the Timpahute Range, on the down-to-the-north side o f  the range-bounding normal faults.
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Figure 4. Simplified Geologic Map o f Portions o f Penoyer, Garden, Coal and Tikaboo 
Valleys. Pc = Paleozoic carbonate. Tv = Tertiary volcanic, TQal = Tertiary-Quaternary 
alluvium, Qal = Quaternary alluvium. Worthington Mountains are bounded by Penoyer 
Valley fault and Garden Valley fault. Not to scale. North is to the top o f the page (after 
Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1970).
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Figure 5. Timing of Tertiary Extension and Magmatism. The above diagram indicates 
the southward migration o f magmatism associated with Tertiaiy extension. Southern 
most extent of calderas are shown by solid lines, where numbers represent age in millions 
o f years before present (after Stewart and Carlson, 1976).
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Figure 6. Stratigraphie Section of the Worthington Mountains. This schematic shows the 
Paleozoic section comprised mostly of limestone and dolomite, ranging from the 
Devonian Guilmette Formation to the Ordovician Goodwin Limestone (after Martin, 
1987).
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Figure 7. Stratigraphie Section of the Timpahute Range. This schematic shows the 
Paleozoic and Tertiary section comprised mostly of limestone, dolomites, and volcanics, 
respectively, ranging from Tertiary volcanics to undifferentiated Cambrian limestone 
(after Taylor et al, 1994).
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Figure 8. Well Test Data for Ordovician Pogonip Group. Typical semi-logarithmic plot 
of pump test at Nevada Test Site used to determine aquifer hydraulic parameters such at 
transmissivity (after Winograd and Thordarson, 1975).
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Figure 9. Hydraulic Conductivities of Welded Tuff. The highest permeabilities are 
located in the zone of dense welding, where the greatest number o f connected fractures 
occur. Permeability diminishes where tuffs are less welded, along the perimeter of the 
cooling units, where less fractures occur (after Winograd and Thordarson, 1975).
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Figure 10. Central Nevada Thrust Belt. The Central Nevada Thrust Belt (CNTB) 
includes both the Garden Valley Thrust System in the south and the Eureka Thrust 
System to the north. The CNTB was probably rifted west from the Sevier Thrust Belt as 
part of Tertiary extension (after Taylor et al, 1993 and Burchftel and others, 1992).
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Figure 11. Garden Valley Thrust System. The Garden Valley thrust system was probably 
formed as part of the Sevier thrust belt and rifted west during Cenozoic extension. The 
Eureka thrust belt represents the northern extension of the Garden Valley Thrust System 
(after Bartley and Gleason, 1990).
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Figure 12. Regional Lineaments. The above schematic shows the approximate location 
of Regional Lineaments in central Nevada. The Silver King Lineament (1, here 
referenced as the Warm Springs lineament), is located just north of Penoyer Valley in the 
Quinn Canyon Range. The Timpahute Lineament (4) is located south of Penoyer Valley 
in the Timpahute Range (after Prudic, Harrill, and Burbey, 1995).
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Figure 13. Silver King Lineament. The Silver King Lineament trends west to east 
immediately north o f Penoyer Valley, associated with the Quinn Canyon Caldera 
Complex (QCCC). PV=Penoyer Valley, TR = Timpahute Range, WM = Worthington 
Mountains, GV = Garden Valley, SKL = Silver King Lineament, CV = Coal Valley, 
GMF = Gap Mountain Fault, IM F  = Timber Mountain Fault, QCR = Quinn Canyon 
Range (after Hubertise, 1994).
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Figure 14. Timpahute Lineament. The Timpahute Lineament trends west to east 
immediately south of Penoyer Valley, associated with the west-east trend of the 
Timpahute Range, and the Caliente Caldera complex. North is to the top of the page. 
After Ekren et al, (1976) and Dettinger, et al, (1995).
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Figure 15. Structural Schematic of the Worthington Mountains. The Freiberg thrust 
separates Subarea 1 from Subarea 2 and Subarea 3. North is to the top o f the page (after 
Martin, 1987).
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Figure 16. Structural Schematic of the Timpahute Range. CT = Coyote Thrust, TRB = 
Timpahute Range Block, SPF = Schofield Pass Fault, LTP = Lincoln Thrust Plate, Lt = 
Lincoln Thrust, TV = Tertiary Volcanics, PSF = Penoyer Springs Fault, LD = Lincoln 
Duplex, ST = Schofield Thrust, JT = Joshua Thrust, MMT = Monte Mountain Thrust, 
TVF = Tikaboo Valley Thrust, MITP = Mount Irish Thrust Plate, MIF = Mount Irish 
Fault (after Taylor et al, 1994).
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Figure 17. East-West Section through the Timpahute Range. CT = Coyote Thrust, LT = 
Lincoln Thrust, SPF = Schofield Pass Fault, S,J, MM = Schofield, Joshua, and Monte 
Mountain thrust, TVF = Tikaboo Valley Fault, MIT = Mount Irish Thrust (after Taylor et 
al, 1994).
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Figure 18. North-South Section through the Timpahute Range. TV = Tertiary Volcanics, 
PSF = Penoyer Springs Fault (after Taylor et al, 1994).
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CHAPTERS
GROUNDWATER MODEL 
A steady-state, numeric, three-dimensional groundwater model was developed for 
Penoyer, Garden, Coal, and Tikaboo Valleys. This fbur-valley model established the 
framework for further investigation into structural controls discussed in Chapter 4.
Throughout the development of the four-valley model, emphasis is placed on the 
conceptual nature o f numeric models. Chapter 2 discussed the complexities o f the study 
area, especially the structural geology of both the Worthington Mountains and the 
Timpahute Range. An understanding o f the complex geologic history, stratigraphy, 
hydrostratigraphy, and geologic structure is necessary to understand simplifications made 
during model development. For example, the four-valley regional model presented here 
is reduced to a numeric model with two layers and a 2.6 square kilometer (1 square mile) 
discretization (Plate 1). This chapter attempts to address the simplifications made from 
the geologically complex study area to that of a numeric model.
52
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Numerical Model
A modular, three-dimensional, finite-difference groundwater flow model 
(MODFLOW) was used to simulate groundwater conditions in Penoyer, Garden, Coal 
and Tikaboo Valleys. MODFLOW utilizes a series o f finite-difference equations to 
simulate groundwater head given specific input parameters (McDonald and Harbaugh, 
1988).
Figure 19 illustrates a hypothetical aquifer system similar to the four-valley numeric 
model comprised o f two (2) layers, one himdred fifteen (115) rows, and sixty (60) 
columns utilizing an "i", "j", "k" indexing system. Lithologies are represented as different 
hatch patterns within each layer. Active and inactive cells are distinguished within the 
grid in order to represent the aquifer boundary.
One underlying assumption of MODFLOW is that Darcy's Law can be used to 
simulate flux between cells. For a steady-state simulation where no water is removed 
firom storage, the program utilizes the continuity equation to balance flux between cells 
(Figure 20). Using Darcy's Law, the flux between cells can be defined as
Q = C(h2-hi)
where: C = KA/L, (Conductance)
K = hydraulic conductivity 
A = area o f cell face
L = length between center of each cell, for a block 
centered flow simulation 
hi = head in cell 1 
hi = head in cell 2
MODFLOW utilizes the above form of Darcy's Law and a backward difference equation 
to solve for seven equations and seven unknowns between cells (Figure 20).
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Discretization. In developing the hydrologie model, the first step is to create a grid 
system that will discretize each layer into cells. Grid cells are usually developed given the 
amount of information for a specific area. For example, in southern Penoyer Valley 
where groundwater is pumped to irrigate alfalfa fields, more hydrogeologic information is 
available than in northern Penoyer Valley, where no wells exist. A higher level of 
discretization may be employed to simulate the southern Penoyer Valley well fields as 
compared to northern Penoyer Valley where no wells exist. In the four-valley, regional 
model, the level o f discretization was made uniform because the Las Vegas Valley Water 
District had established a 2.6 square kilometer (one square mile) discretization. The 
models for Garden, Coal, and Tikaboo Valley developed as part of the Cooperative Water 
Project (Brothers, Buqo, and Tracy, 1993; Cole et al, 1992) were supplied by the Las 
Vegas Valley Water District. The 2.6 square mile (one square mile) level of 
discretization was chosen so that Garden, Coal, and Tikaboo Valleys could be studied for 
future development, although unnecessary given the available data. Penoyer Valley was 
modeled as an extension of the Garden, Coal, and Tikaboo Valley models in order to 
simulate (in part) the hydraulic characteristics across the Worthington Mountains and the 
Timpahute Range. The regional model grid used was 60 columns x 115 rows, that is, 60 
miles horizontal (east-west) by 115 miles vertical (north-south) (Figure 19). An attempt 
was made to utilize the Public Land Survey grid, having 2.6 square kilometer (one-square 
mile) sections corresponding to 2.6 square kilometer (one-square mile) discretizaton. 
However, the Public Land Survey is incomplete in eastern Penoyer Valley and therefore 
was only partially utilized. The western limit of the regional, four valley model (column 
1) corresponds to the mid-Township line (the western edge of Sections 3, 10, 15, 22, 27,
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and 34) o f  Range 52 East, as shown on the northern limit o f the USGS 1:100,000 scale 
metric map for Cactus Flat, Nevada. The northern limit of Penoyer Valley (row 22) 
corresponds to south edge o f Sections 1 ,2 ,3 ,4 , 5, and 6, Township 2 North, as shown on 
the western limit of the USGS 1:100,000 scale metric map for Quinn Canyon Range, 
Nevada. Using row 22 and column 1 as a basis, the four-valley model was discretized on 
a 2.6 square kilometer (one square mile) grid that may or may not correspond with the 
Public Land Survey.
Model Development. Further model development considerations included the number 
of layers, parameter assignments, and other input data. The four-valley regional model 
utilized two layers, hereinafter referred to as Layer 1 and Layer 2, patterned after the 
Cooperative Water Project Report No. 8 for Coal and Garden Valleys (Brothers, Buqo, 
and Tracy, 1993). Cooperative Water Project Report No. 6 (Cole et al, 1992) for Tikaboo 
Valley utilized three layers and therefore was modified to two layers in order to integrate 
it with the Coal and Garden model. Similarly, Penoyer Valley was modeled using two 
layers in order to create a four-valley, regional, two layer model with 2.6 square kilometer 
(one square mile) discretization. Layer 1 included three rock types, namely 
unconsolidated alluvium, volcanics, and carbonates, whereas Layer 2 consisted of two 
rock types, namely volcanics and carbonates (Plate 2). Parameters such as transmissivity 
were then assigned to either volcanic, carbonate, or alluviiun rock types.
Parameter Estimates
Parameters used to establish a steady-state model include four hydrologie parameters, 
namely, recharge due to precipitation, évapotranspiration, subsurface inflow, and
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subsurface outflow. Because steady-state conditions are assumed, total inflow must equal 
total outflow in the hydrologie budget without removal o f groundwater firom storage.
Available data. Available data for Penoyer, Coal, Garden, and Tikaboo Valleys comes 
firom various sources. Records are available for at least 30 wells drilled in Coal and 
Garden Valleys, at least 12 wells in Penoyer Valley, and merely one well in Tikaboo 
Valley. Well coverage is best for northern Garden Valley, southern Coal Valley, southern 
Penoyer Valley and does not exist for Tikaboo Valley. The Las Vegas Valley Water 
District's Cooperative Water Project Report No. 8 (Brothers, Buqo, and Tracy, 1993) 
provided the basis for well data for Coal and Garden Valleys. Other parameter 
information for well pumpage, évapotranspiration, subsurface discharge, and recharge has 
come firom the US Air Force's MX Missile Water Resources Program, the USGS, the 
Nevada Department o f Conservation and Natural Resources, the Nevada Bureau o f Mines 
and Geology, the State o f Nevada Engineer's Office, and the Desert Research Institute. A 
summary o f existing well data used to calibrate the steady-state simulation is provided in 
Tables 9 and 10 o f Appendix I.
Evapotranspiration. In order to develop a groundwater budget, estimates of 
évapotranspiration were obtained fi*om the literature. These estimates varied extensively 
for Penoyer Valley fi-om 7.9 x 10  ̂m^/yr (6400 acre-ft/yr) (Eakin, 1951) to 4.7 x 10® m^/yr 
(3800 acre-ft/yr) (Van Denburgh and Rush, 1974) to 1.1x10^ m^/yr (9000 acre-ft/yr) 
(Prudic, Harrill, and Burbey, 1995). Van Denburgh and Rush (1974) assumed that 
Penoyer Valley was a  closed system and did not discharge to surrounding valleys through 
the subsurface. Further problems arise fi-om a high pumpage rate in southern Penoyer 
Valley, given that 1.5x10^ mVyr (12,123 acre-ft/yr) were pumped in 1996. Because this
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reported by Prudic, Harrill and Burbey (1995), several assumptions were made for 
Penoyer Valley:
1. The pumpage rate is the most accurate measure o f discharge because the rate 
was physically measured, compared to discharge rates based on 
évapotranspiration.
2. Groundwater pumped from wells in southern Penoyer Valley was discharged 
completely through évapotranspiration, and secondary recharge is minimal. 
The existing irrigation technique using a wheel-based, circular irrigator that 
sprays water into the atmosphere over alfalfa bolsters this assumption.
3. Groundwater withdrawal in southern Penoyer Valley has lowered the 
groimdwater table at least 50 feet below the playa lake bed, such that 
évapotranspiration above the playa lake is minimal, A field review of Sand 
Spring (SE 1/4 S 26, T2S, R55E) was made in April, 1997, where a higher 
concentration of phreatophytes was noted, but no running water.
Using the above assumptions, a rate of 1.1x10^ m^/yr (12,123 acre-ft/yr) was used to 
estimate the évapotranspiration rate for Penoyer Valley. The well field located in the 
vicinity of Rachel was simulated using MODFLO W's évapotranspiration stress package. 
Although this well field could be simulated using either the évapotranspiration or well 
stress package, the well stress package was not used because of the 2.6 square kilometer 
(one square mile) discretization. MODFLOW's well package allows only one well per 
cell, or one per every 2.6 square kilometer (one square mile) unit. If  ten wells were 
located within 2.6 square kilometers (one square mile), the modeled well discharge would
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equal the discharge o f all ten wells. Therefore the concentration of wells in the vicinity of 
Rachel increased drawdown such that the model was unable to calibrate.
The évapotranspiration stress package was used to simulate well pumpage in order to 
evenly distribute discharge due to évapotranspiration and well pumpage in southern 
Penoyer Valley. Pumpage of wells and irrigation of alfalfa fields by circular irrigators 
ultimately discharges as évapotranspiration with little recharge. The playa lake bed north 
o f Rachel is a center for high groundwater and évapotranspiration. Thus the modeled 
évapotranspiration package incorporated both the well fields south and west of Rachel 
and the playa lake bed north of Rachel. The modeled extinction depth was arbitrarily set 
at 190 feet for model rows 37 -50, columns 13-22, which provided 1.5x10^ m^/yr (12,123 
acre-ft/yr) évapotranspiration rate for Penoyer Valley.
For northern Garden Valley, an estimate o f 1.83 x 10® mVyr to 2.5 x 10® m^/yr (1500 
to 2000 acre-ft/yr) was used for évapotranspiration. Model rows 6-10, columns 37-38, 
and rows 11-14, columns 36-38 were set for an extinction depth of 15.2 meters (50 feet). 
For Coal and Tikaboo Valleys, the évapotranspiration rate is negligible because 
groundwater levels are more than 15.2 meters (50 feet) from the surface (Brothers, Buqo, 
Tracy, 1993; Cole et al, 1992). Discharge due to évapotranspiration for Coal, Garden, 
and Tikaboo Valleys is typical, however, discharge for Penoyer Valley reflects both 
pumpage and natural évapotranspiration.
Underflow. Estimates of subsurface inflow and outflow were also obtained from the 
literature. These estimates varied greatly in the literature and are tied to regional 
interpretations by various authors. For example. Van Denburgh and Rush (1974) assumed 
that Penoyer Valley is isolated with no inflow or outflow to adjacent valleys. Prudic,
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Harrill and Burbey (1995) estimated 2.5x10® m^/yr (2000 acre-ft/yr) represents inflow to 
the Penoyer Subregion from the Death Valley subregion (Figure 2). The Penoyer 
subregion drains east to the White River Flow System in the Colorado River drainage 
basin. O f this, approximately 1600 acre-ft/yr inflow was assigned to Penoyer Valley, with 
the balance o f400 acre-ft/yr assumed to flow to Emmigrant Valley south of Penoyer.
Estimates of subsurface inflow and outflow were determined for Coal, Garden and 
Tikaboo Valleys through the literature also. Approximately 1.2 xlO’ m^/yr (10,000 ac-ft 
/yr) of subsurface outflow to Pahranagat and/or Pahroc Valleys occurs from Coal and 
Garden Valleys (Eakin, 1963; Scott, et al., 1971; Harrill, et al. 1988; Brothers, Buqo, 
Tracy, 1993). For Tikaboo Valley, the literature reports subsurface inflow of 8.6x10® 
m^/yr (7000 ac-ft/yr) from Pahranagat Valley, with 7.4x10® m^/yr (6000 ac-ft/yr) 
discharging to Three Lakes Valley North and 8.6x10® m^/yr (7000 ac-ft/yr) discharging to 
Coyote Springs Valley. Subsurface inflow and outflow from Pahranagat Valley was not 
modeled. Also, subsurface inflow to both Coal and Garden Valleys does not occur.
Recharge. Recharge, not accounting for subsurface inflow, is entirely from 
infiltration of rainfall and snowmelt. The Maxey-Eakin methodology was used to 
estimate recharge due to precipitation for all four valleys (Eakin, 1951). This 
methodology is assumed to provide a rough estimate o f recharge due to precipitation, and 
may not be accurate for all locations in Nevada (personal communication, Michael 
Johnson, Las Vegas Valley Water District). The Maxey -Eakin methodology was used in 
the Cooperative Water Project Reports prepared for Garden, Coal, and Tikaboo Valleys. 
Because these reports have already utilized the Maxey-Eakin methodology, and because 
there is no other means available to estimate recharge due to precipitation, this report also
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utilizes the Maxey-Eakin methodology. For a given elevation zone, the Maxey-Eakin 
methodology simply assigns percentages o f recharge due to precipitation. Thus for 
Penoyer Valley, the estimated recharge is 5.3x10® mVyr (4300 acre-ft/yr), for Garden 
Valley, Coal Valley and Tikaboo Valley the estimated recharge due to precipitation is 
1.2x10^ m^/yr (9600 ac-ft/yr), 2.1x10® m^/yr (1700 acre-ft/yr), and 7.4x10® m^/yr (6000 
ac-ft/yr), respectively (Brothers, Buqo, and Tracy, 1993; Cole et al, 1992).
Tables 3 and 4 are a groundwater budget for the combined Penoyer-Garden-Coal- 
Tikaboo four-valley system in SI and English units, respectively. Modeled inflow and 
outflow parameters were matched to within 10% of values found in the literature, 
however, the value for recharge for Penoyer Valley is approximately 1.2x10® m^/yr (1000 
acre-ft/yr) higher than values reported by Van Denburgh and Rush (1974) because 
recharge was roughly computed in 2.6 square kilometer (one square mile) discretized 
units. The value o f 1.5x10^ m^/yr (12,123 acre-ft/yr) representing pumping in Penoyer 
Valley reported by the Nevada State Department of Water Resources (1996) is 
significantly higher than l.lx lO ’ m^/yr (9000 acre-ft/yr) reported by Prudic, Harrill, and 
Burbey (1995). This discrepancy is probably due to current information provided by the 
Department of Water Resources. Recharge for Tikaboo Valley was set at 8.4x10® m^/yr 
(6774 acre-ft/yr) whereas the literature reports 7.4x10® m^/yr (6000 acre-ft/yr). Similarly, 
discharge for Tikaboo Valley was set at 8.4x10® m^/yr (6774 acre-ft/yr) whereas the 
literature reports 7.4x10® mVyr (6000 acre-ft/yr) (Cole et. al., 1992).
Water Level. Further complicating discharge estimates for Penoyer Valley are well 
records dating to 1967 that indicate an approximate drop in groundwater head o f 6.1 
meters (20 feet) (Nevada State Department o f Water Resources, 1996). It is possible the
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Table 3, Modeled Regional Groundwater Budget (SI).
g  ' Subsurface recharge from the west was estimated at 2.5x10® mVyr (2x10® mVyr assigned to Penoycr
g 4.9x10* mVyr assigned to Emigrant) by Pmdic, Harrili, and Burbey (1995). 8.3x10® mVyr represents an increase
o  in subsurface inflow required to balance the hydrologie budget.
■o
§; ■ Subsurface discharge of l .lx io ’ m /̂yr is to Pahranagat Valley; 8.1x10® nvVyr discharges from to Tikaboo Valley
Tikaboo Valley to Coyote Springs Valley; 8.6x10® nvVyr inflows from Pahranagat Valley and the same 
volume discharges to Three Lake Valley (Cole, Cernoch, Bruce and Rumbaugh, 1992)
The 8.6x10® m*/yr inflow and outflow was not considered in this model.
^  *Van Denburgh and Rush (1974). Model recharge approximated in 2.6 square kilometer discretized units,
may be reason for increased recharge 
“'Prudic, Harrili, and Burbey, (1995) 
^Brothers, Buqo, and Tracy (1993). 
®Colc et al (1992)
Penoyer Garden Coal Tikaboo Total
Inflow (mVyr) 
Recharge 
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Table 4. Modeled Regional Groundwater Budget (English).
Penoyer Garden Coal Tikaboo Total
Inflow (ac-ft/yr) 
Recharge 
Subsurface'
5349(4300]’ 
677411600]"
9700(9600]* 1465(1700]* 6613(6000]® 23127
6774
29900
Outflow(ac-lVyr)
Evapotranspiration
Subsurface’
12123(9000)" 1950(2000]*
9215(10,000]* 6613(6000]®
14073
15828
29900
Subsurface recharge from the west was estimated at 2000 ac-ft/yr (Prudic, Harrili, and Burbey, 1995). 
6774 ac-ft/yr represents an increase in subsurface inflow required to balance the hydrologie budget.
Subsurface discharge of 9215 ac-ft/yr is to Pahranagat Valley; 6613 ac-ft/yr discharges from 
Tikaboo Valley to Coyote Springs Valley; 7000 ac-ft/yr inflows from Pahranagat Valley 
to Tikaboo Valley, and discharges to Three Lake Valley (Cole, Cernoch, Bruce and Rumbaugh, 1992) 
The 7000 ac-ft/yr inflow and outflow was not considered in this model.
^Van Denburgh and Rush (1974). Model recharge approximated in I square mile discretized units, 
may be reason for increased recharge
^Prudic, Harrili, and Burbey, (1995)
^Brothers, Buqo, and Tracy (1993).
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difference in discharge is due primarily to drawdown, or groundwater pumped from 
storage. If  discharge from pumping removes groundwater from storage, a steady-state 
assumption for Penoyer Valley may not be reasonable.
Boundary Conditions. Hydraulic parameter estimates include boundary conditions, 
transmissivities, and vertical leakance. Boundary conditions were arbitrarily set to 
simulate regional inflow and outflow. For example, where no regional flux occurs from 
adjacent valleys, general head boundaries and conductances were set to low values, thus 
simulating no regional flux. Similarly, where regional inflows and outflows occurred to 
adjacent valleys, both the general head and transmissivity values were set to simulate the 
hydrologie budget.
Transmissivity. Transmissivities were based on rock type, namely. Quaternary 
alluvium. Tertiary volcanics, or Paleozoic carbonates. Actual values o f transmissivities 
have been summarized in Chapter 2, under subtitle "Hydrostratigraphy." Although actual 
transmissivities varied, the model used assigned transmissivities of 9.2 m^/d (100 ft^/d), 
37.2 m^/d (400 fr^/d), and 46.2 m^/d (500 ff/d) for volcanics, carbonate, and alluvium, as 
determined in Cooperative Water Study Report No. 8 (Brothers, Buqo, and Tracy, 1993). 
These values are lower than median values summarized in Chapter 2.
Transmissivity values for Quaternary alluvium lower than median values may be 
partially explained by the occurrence of fine-grained lake bed deposits found in Penoyer, 
Garden, Coal and Tikaboo Valleys (Brothers, Buqo, and Tracy, 1993). However, 
transmissivities were assigned that calibrate the four-valley regional model, and may be 
influenced by simplifications made during model development. Because the 
hydrogeology of the study area is complex, simplification to a two-layer model may result
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in transmissivities that are reasonable, but vary from the median value for a specific rock 
type. Further, hydraulic parameters vary on orders of magnitude, especially for fractured 
and unfractured carbonate rock. The median value of transmissivity has less meaning 
over a wide variation of values.
Leakance. A vertical leakance value was uniformly applied to simulate how Layer 1 
and Layer 2 are connected hydraulicaUy. The intent of the vertical leakance parameter is 
to simulate the affect volcanics have on the vertical movement of groundwater between 
the two layers. A value o f 9.1x10'^ m/d (3 x 10"̂  ft/d) was used to calibrate, however, this 
value is higher than the values used for Coal and Garden Valleys of 1.5x 10’* m/d and 2.3 
X 10"̂  m/d, respectively (5x1 O'* ft/d and 7.5 x 10"̂  ft/d) (Brothers, Buqo, and Tracy,
1993). The difference in value is attributed solely to the ease o f model calibration, where 
the lower value o f 1.5x10'* m/d was set in order to allow water levels to rise in northern 
Garden Valley that result in évapotranspiration. The value of 2.3x 10*̂  m/d (7.5x10 ft/d) 
was set to calibrate water levels in Coal Valley and provide the closest simulation to 
outflow from Coal Valley to Pahranagat Valley (Brothers, Buqo, and Tracy, 1993).
Tables 1 and 2 are a summary of hydraulic parameters used in model input in both SI and 
English units, respectively.
Steady-State Simulation 
A steady-state simulation of groundwater flow in the four-basin model was prepared 
with the above-referenced input parameters. The intent of the steady-state simulation is 
to match water level measurements of existing wells, in addition to regional inflow and
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outflow. A plot o f potentiometric surfaces (heads) is shown, for Layer 1 and Layer 2 
(Figures 22 and 23).
Calibration. The purpose o f calibration is to bring the heads o f the four-valley 
regional model as close a possible to the actual, measured water levels in existing wells. 
The difference between the modeled, potentiometric surface, and the measured well 
levels is referred to as the residual, which is plotted and tabulated in Tables 11 and 12 in 
Appendix H for both SI and English units, respectively. Where no well data exists, such 
as in northern Penoyer Valley and in Tikaboo Valley, calibration was achieved by 
approximating the regional potentiometric surface according to Prudic, Harrili, and 
Burbey (1995).
Residuals for Penoyer Valley varied from 2.6 meters (8.72 feet) to 16.4 meters (53.8 
feet). Residuals for Garden Valley varied from 0.06 meters (.21 feet) to 32.5 meters 9107 
feet). Residuals for Coal Valley varied from 69 meters (226 feet) to 250 meters (821 
feet). At least two wells in Coal Valley had anomolously high readings, 17S02E5812BB 
and MXS02E5812BB. These may represent a perched water table and are not 
representative of regional groundwater levels (Brothers, Buqo, and Tracy, 1991).
The simulated heads for Layer 2 were calibrated for regional levels that indicate 
northern Garden Valley at approximately 1646 meters (5400 feet), versus the southern 
Coal Valley at approximately 1220 meters (4000 feet), and southern Tikaboo Valley at 
approximately 915 meters (3000 feet) (Thomas et al, 1986; Prudic, Harrili, and Burbey,
1995). Penoyer Valley heads for Layer 2 were calibrated using the Regional Aquifer 
System Analysis (RASA) (Prudic, Harrili, and Burbey, 1995), varying between 1524 
meters (5000 feet) on the west end to 1372 meters (4500 feet) on the southern perimeter.
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Sensitivity Analysis
The sensitivity analysis performed here was patterned from the sensitivity analysis in 
the Cooperative Water Project Series, Report No. 8, by the Las Vegas Valley Water 
District (Brothers, Buqo, and Tracy, 1993).
Parameters tested for sensitivity included hydraulic parameters, namely 
transmissivities, hydraulic conductivities, and leakance. Hydraulic parameters are directly 
associated with the calibrated heads and/or piezometric surface in Layers 1 and 2. 
Parameters such as évapotranspiration, recharge, and general head boundaries were not 
considered part of the sensitivity analysis. These parameters are dependent on artificially 
set values input into the model. For example, cells receiving recharge are given a set 
quantity of inflow. Increasing a recharge parameter in a sensitivity analysis by 100% 
merely doubles the quantity of inflow from recharge. In contrast, an increase or decrease 
in hydraulic parameters affects the heads or piezometric surface, not increasing the 
quantity of inflow or outflow.
Checking évapotranspiration for sensitivity does not consider linear variations in 
évapotranspiration rates with depth. MODFLOW varies the rate of évapotranspiration 
from the ground surface to the extinction depth, such that the rate is zero at the extinction 
depth and maximized at the ground surface. Further, numerical oscillations develop in 
some cells because the évapotranspiration rate is discontinuous at the land surface, where 
the linear increase in rate becomes a constant increase (Prudic, Harrili, and Burbey, 1995) 
(Figure 23). The variation of évapotranspiration rate with depth, and associated 
numerical ossicilations, make a sensitivity analysis of évapotranspiration rate less 
meaningful.
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Hydraulic parameters tested for sensitivity include both Layer 1 and Layer 2. Layer 1 
has three lithologies, namely Quaternary alluvium. Tertiary volcanics, and Paleozoic 
carbonates. Hydraulic conductivity was increased by 100% for these three lithologies, 
designated as LIKA, LIKV, and LIKC. Layer 2 has two lithologies, namely Tertiary 
volcanics and Paleozoic carbonates. Transmissivities were increased by 100% for these 
two lithologies, designated L2TV and L2TC, respectively. Similarly, vertical hydraulic 
conductivity (leakance) was increased by 100% and the sensitivity was checked for both 
Layer 1 and Layer 2, because the vertical conductivity affects both layers, designated VCl 
and VC2, respectively.
Results of the sensitivity analysis are shown in Tables 5 and 6 in both SI and English 
units, respectively. The first column, titled "R/C" in Tables 5 and 6 lists the model row 
and column where wells are located in Penoyer, Garden, Coal, and Tikaboo Valleys. The 
second column lists modeled water levels for the specific wells, and third column lists 
residuals (modeled versus measured water levels in wells). The remaining columns list 
the results of the sensitivity analysis where one hydraulic parameter is increased by 100% 
and the remainder are held constant. For example, column LIKV represents the 
hydraulic conductivity' o f volcanics for Layer 1. This parameter was increased by 100% 
whereas the input values of LIKA, LIKC, VCl, VC2, L2TC, and L2TV were held 
constant. The value listed in column LIKV is the difference between modeled water 
surface elevations for the sensitivity analysis and the modeled water surface elevations for 
the calibrated, four-valley model at various well locations.
Tables 7 and 8 are a statistical summary of the sensitivity analysis listing the mean and 
standard deviation of each hydraulic parameter tested. The mean and standard deviation
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summarize the difference between the modeled water surface elevations for the sensitivity 
analysis versus the modeled water surface elevations for the calibrated model at various 
well locations. The following is a brief summary o f the sensitivity results.
LIKV. Increasing the hydraulic conductivity for volcanics in Layer I by 100% 
generally increased modeled water surface elevations (Figure 25). A large increase 
occurs in northern Garden Valley, row 15, colunm 38 to row 12, column 37. This 
corresponds with the modeled évapotranspiration center for Garden Valley and is 
probably a result o f changes in the rate of évapotranspiration. No change in water surface 
elevations at the evapotranspiraton center in Penoyer Valley is noted. The mean and 
standard deviation including the northern Garden Valley évapotranspiration site is 36.4 
and 19.4 meters, respectively. Excluding the Garden Valley évapotranspiration site 
adjusts the mean and standard deviation to 2.43 and 1.37 meters (7.98 and 4.5 feet), 
respectively.
LIKA. Increasing the hydraulic conductivity of Quaternary alluvium in Layer 1 by 
100% generally increased modeled water surface elevations by 30 to 45 meters (100 to 
150 feet) (Figure 26). The évapotranspiration center at Penoyer Valley indicated little 
change in water surface elevation. The mean and standard deviation is 31.2 and 16.6 
meters (102.3 and 54.6 feet), respectively.
LIKC. Increasing the hydraulic conductivity of Paleozoic carbonates in Layer 1 by 
100% gave scattered results (Figure 27). This is probably caused by the scattered 
outcrops of carbonate rock in Layer 1. The mean and standard deviation is 3.32 and 1.76 
meters (10.9 and 5.8 feet), respectively.
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Table 5. Model Sensitivity (SI).
R/C W/L(m) Rfis(m) LIKC
fm/dl
LIKV
(va/d)
LIKA
fm/rn
V C l
fm/d')
VC2
fm/df
L21L
fm’/df
L2TV
rm’/df
48/17 1435.65 9.86 0.44207 1.99695 2.02439 7.50305 7.5122 -0.08841 7.34451
49/17 1435.89 11.62 0.46037 2.42073 2.59451 8.5 8.4939 0.14634 8.42988
50/15 1437.52 2.65 0.21341 2.14939 1.97561 7.19512 7.20427 -0.05793 7.39329
48/15 1435.91 3 0.1189 0.88415 0.8872 4.91463 4.92378 -0.01829 4.93902
48/14 1435.95 6.85 0.04878 0.92988 0.53354 3.22866 3.26524 -0.00915 3.42683
48/14 1435.95 4.1 0.04878 0.92988 0.53354 3.22866 3.26524 -0.00915 3.42683
47/13 1435.98 1.7 0 0 0 1.71951 1.72561 -0.03963 1.89634
47/13 1435.98 5.3 0 0 0 1.71951 1.72561 -0.03963 1.89634
47/13 1435.98 8.6 0 0 0 1.71951 1.72561 -0.03963 1.89634
47/13 1435.98 2.8 -0.00305 -0.00305 -0.00305 1.71646 1.72256 -0.04268 1.89329
46/14 1435.91 16.3 0.07622 0.35061 0.34756 3.1128 3.1189 -0.02439 3.03354
47/16 1435.74 9.6 0.28049 1.24085 1.23476 5.67683 5.68293 -0.06402 4.35366
25/29 1554.27 -14.3 6.02439 36.9787 -2.96646 10.9604 10.9695 28.4848 5.52744
28/29 1539.29 0 6.05183 31.8506 -3.10976 10.564 10.5823 24.5488 6.21341
22/29 1570.88 0.15 5.75 41.8262 -2.49085 11.061 11.0701 32.1982 5.0061
22/29 1570.88 -10.2 5.75 41.6738 -2.49085 11.061 11.0701 32.1982 5.0061
22/29 1570.88 0.76 5.75 41.6738 -2.49085 11.061 11.0701 32.1982 5.0061
22/29 1570.91 1.37 5.78049 41.7043 -2.46037 11.0915 11.1006 32.2287 5.03659
22/29 1570.91 38.5 5.78049 41.7043 -2.46037 11.0915 11.1006 32.2287 5.03659
19/35 1545.77 -4.6 5.53963 32.2835 -1.47866 10.4848 10.4939 27.9695 2.57012
19/35 1545.77 -3.08 5.53963 32.2835 -1.47866 10.4848 10.4939 27.9695 2.57012
21/36 1528.86 6.5 10.939 27.6494 -0.33537 10.8689 10.878 25.2988 3.03049
15/28 1672.8 0 7.77439 44.1402 5.85671 10.1159 10.1555 36.0732 21.8171
15/28 1672.8 0 7.77439 44.1402 24.1494 10.1159 10.1555 36.0732 21.8171
15/28 1672.8 0 7.77439 44.1402 24.1494 10.1159 10.1555 36.0732 21.8171
13/37 1567.08 -10.6 7.6311 33.1341 0 5.20122 5.21037 27.6738 0.00305
13/37 1567.08 -5.5 7.6311 33.1341 0 5.20122 5.21037 27.6646 0.00305
13/37 1567.08 0 7.6311 33.1341 0 5.21037 5.21037 27.6646 0.00305
15/35 1568.66 -19.9 10.0823 40.9848 -0.69512 8.09756 8.10671 30.2744 1.21951
15/35 1568.66 -17.1 10.0823 40.9848 -0.69512 8.09756 8.10671 30.2744 1.21951
14/41 1531.87 -69.06 -0.12805 30.2073 -0.68902 8.72256 8.73171 63.6555 0.83232
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Table 5 (continued from previous page). Model Sensitivity (SI).
R/C W/L(m) Res(m) LIKC
fm/dl
LIKV
fm/d)
LIKA
fm/dl
V C l
fm/rn
VC2
fm/dl
T-JTC
fm’/df
L2TV
fm’/df
14/41 1531.87 -81.6 -0.12805 30.2073 -0.68902 8.72256 8.73171 63.6555 118.561
36/41 1413.67 -116.4 -6.18293 8.78049 -4.92988 8.20122 8.20732 8.57012 0.3689
36/41 1413.67 -113.9 -6.18293 8.78049 -4.92988 8.20122 8.20732 8.57012 0.3689
36/41 1413.67 -121.6 -6.18293 8.78049 -5.02134 8.20122 8.20732 8.57012 0.3689
36/41 1413.67 -110.3 -6.18293 8.78049 -50.0762 8.20122 8.20732 8.57012 -43.689
38/36 1466.67 224.8 -7.60061 15.5732 2.91768 11.064 11.0854 11.6616 9.30488
38/36 1466.67 0 -7.60061 15.5732 14.1128 11.064 11.0854 11.6616 20.6463
38/37 1452.05 250.4 -11.4787 16.3811 -96.4146 10.4207 10.439 11.7622 -95.0671
15/38 1547.93 -3.72 111.954 34.5488 -0.53963 8.09756 8.10671 26.4878 0.80793
15/38 1547.93 -0.06 111.954 34.5488 -53.9207 8.09756 8.10671 26.4878 -53.2378
10/35 1632.29 28.4 79.253 75.8201 37.7713 36.1707 36.1829 64.7134 38.0061
10/36 1594.52 31.7 42.7317 42.0945 7.58232 4.84146 4.85366 32.2287 7.54268
11/36 1586.94 37.5 44.6006 39.1524 13.4512 4.3628 4.37195 30.4604 13.4299
12/37 1573.49 0.29 60.4848 34.7226 0 4.84451 4.65244 28.2774 -0.02134
12/37 1573.49 13.1 60.4848 34.7226 -22.1433 4.64024 4.65244 28.2774 -21.9604
7/39 1601.88 21.6 0.10061 48.2652 6.25 11.4665 11.4756 38.9238 0.03049
7/38 1608.88 0 7.10061 50.372 13.25 11.0152 11.0244 39.9299 7.03354
7/38 1608.88 4.2 7.10061 50.372 13.25 11.0152 11.0244 39.9299 7.03354
7/38 1608.88 3 7.10061 50.372 25.8933 11.0152 11.0244 39.9299 7.03354
8/39 1594.54 18.3 7.12805 45.6067 11.5518 10.9634 10.9756 37.1585 5.92988
8/39 1594.54 11.3 7.12805 45.6067 11.5518 10.9634 10.9756 37.1585 5.92988
8/39 1594.54 17.6 7.12805 45.6067 11.5518 10.9634 10.9756 37.1585 5.92988
11/38 1580.33 -14.2 -0.04573 36.3293 -2.65854 11.122 11.1341 34.7134 6.75915
11/38 1580.33 0 -0.04573 36.3293 6.81402 11.122 11.1341 34.7134 6.75915
11/38 1580.33 8.1 -0.04573 36.3293 6.81402 11.122 11.1341 34.7134 6.75915
6/38 1616.53 25.8 -0.15244 47.6951 43.0152 11.4512 11.4634 41.7409 8.03963
6/38 1616.53 32.6 -0.15244 47.6951 8.20427 11.4512 11.4634 41.7409 8.03963
6/39 1608.33 29.8 0.04573 44.9848 5.92378 11.061 11.0701 39.7805 6.07927
6/39 1608.33 8.1 0.04573 44.9848 5.92378 11.061 11.0701 39.7805 6.07927
6/39 1608.33 4.7 0.04573 44.9848 5.92378 11.061 11.0701 39.7805 6.07927
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Table 6. Model Sensitivity (English)
R/C W /L(ft) Res(ft) LIKC
(ft/d)
LIKV
(ft/d)
LIKA
(ft/d)
VCl
(ft/d)
VC2
(ft/d)
L2TC
(ft2/d)
L2TV
(ft2/d)
48/17 4708.94 32.36 6.64 1.45 6.55 24.61 24.64 -0.29 24.09
49/17 4709.71 38.12 8.43 1.51 7.94 27.88 27.86 0.48 27.65
50/15 4715.08 8.72 6.48 0.7 7.05 23.6 23.63 -0.19 24.25
48/15 4709.77 9.83 2.91 0.39 2.9 16.12 16.15 -0.06 16.2
48/14 4709.92 22.48 1.75 0.16 3.05 10.59 10.71 -0.03 11.24
48/14 4709.92 13.48 1.75 0.16 3.05 10.59 10.71 -0.03 11.24
47/13 4710.01 5.59 0 0 0 5.64 5.66 -0.13 6.22
47/13 4710.01 17.39 0 0 0 5.64 5.66 -0.13 6.22
47/13 4710.01 28.19 0 0 0 5.64 5.66 -0.13 6.22
47/13 4710.01 9.29 0 0 0 5.64 5.66 -0.13 6.22
46/14 4709.78 53.77 1.14 0.25 1.15 10.21 10.23 -0.08 9.95
47/16 4709.22 31.72 4.05 0.92 4.07 18.62 18.64 -0.21 14.28
25/29 5097.99 -46.99 -9.73 19.76 121.29 35.95 35.98 93.43 18.13
28/29 5048.86 -10.2 19.85 104.47 34.65 34.71 80.52 20.38
22/29 5152.48 0.52 -8.17 18.86 137.19 36.28 36.31 105.61 16.42
22/29 5152.48 -33.48 -8.17 18.86 136.69 36.28 36.31 105.61 16.42
22/29 5152.48 2.52 -8.17 18.86 136.69 36.28 36.31 105.61 16.42
22/29 5152.58 4.52 -8.07 18.96 136.79 36.38 36.41 105.71 16.52
22/29 5152.58 126.52 -8.07 18.96 136.79 36.38 36.41 105.71 16.52
19/35 5070.13 -15.13 -4.85 18.17 105.89 34.39 34.42 91.74 8.43
19/35 5070.13 -10.13 -4.85 18.17 105.89 34.39 34.42 91.74 8.43
21/36 5014.65 21.35 -1.1 35.88 90.69 35.65 35.68 82.98 9.94
15/28 5486.79 19.21 25.5 144.78 33.18 33.31 118.32 71.56
15/28 5486.79 79.21 25.5 144.78 33.18 33.31 118.32 71.56
15/28 5486.79 79.21 25.5 144.78 33.18 33.31 118.32 71.56
13/37 5140.02 -35.02 0 25.03 108.68 17.06 17.09 90.77 0.01
13/37 5140.02 -18.02 0 25.03 108.68 17.06 17.09 90.74 0.01
13/37 5140.02 0 25.03 108.68 17.09 17.09 90.74 0.01
15/35 5145.21 -65.21 -2.28 33.07 134.43 26.56 26.59 99.3 4
15/35 5145.21 -56.21 -2.28 33.07 134.43 26.56 26.59 99.3 4
14/41 5024.52 -226.52 -2.26 -0.42 99.08 28.61 28.64 208.79 2.73
14/41 5024.52 -267.52 -2.26 -0.42 99.08 28.61 28.64 208.79 388.88
36/41 4636.85 -381.85 -16.17 -20.28 28.8 26.9 26.92 28.11 1.21
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Table 6 (continued from previous page). Model Sensitivity (English).
R/C W /L(ft) Res(ft) LIKC
fft/d)
LIKV
ffl/d)
LIKA
fft/d)
V C l
(ft/d)
VC2
(ft/d)
L2TC
fft2/dl
L2TV
fft2/d)
36/41 4636.85 -373.85 -16.17 -20.28 28.8 26.9 26.92 28.11 1.21
36/41 4636.85 -398.85 -16.47 -20.28 28.8 26.9 26.92 28.11 1.21
36/41 4636.85 -361.85 -16.47 -20.28 28.8 26.9 26.92 28.11 -143.3
38/36 4810.67 737.33 9.57 -24.93 51.08 36.29 36.36 38.25 30.52
38/36 4810.67 9.57 -24.93 51.08 36.29 36.36 38.25 67.72
38/37 4762.74 821.26 -1.64 -37.65 53.73 34.18 34.24 38.58 -311.82
15/38 5077.21 -12.21 -1.77 367.21 113.32 26.56 26.59 86.88 2.65
15/38 5077.21 -0.21 -1.77 367.21 113.32 26.56 26.59 86.88 -174.62
10/35 5353.9 93.1 99.83 259.95 248.69 118.64 118.68 212.26 124.66
10/36 5230.03 103.97 0.02 140.16 138.07 15.88 15.92 105.71 24.74
11/36 5205.16 122.83 0 146.29 128.42 14.31 14.34 99.91 44.05
12/37 5161.04 0.96 0 198.39 113.89 15.89 15.26 92.75 -0.07
12/37 5161.04 42.96 0 198.39 113.89 15.22 15.26 92.75 -72.03
7/39 5254.17 70.83 20.5 0.33 158.31 37.61 37.64 127.67 0.1
7/38 5277.13 43.46 23.29 165.22 36.13 36.16 130.97 23.07
7/38 5277.13 13.87 43.46 23.29 165.22 36.13 36.16 130.97 23.07
7/38 5277.13 9.87 43.46 23.29 165.22 36.13 36.16 130.97 23.07
8/39 5230.09 59.91 37.89 23.38 149.59 35.96 36 121.88 19.45
8/39 5230.09 36.91 37.89 23.38 149.59 35.96 36 121.88 19.45
8/39 5230.09 57.91 37.89 23.38 149.59 35.96 36 121.88 19.45
11/38 5183.48 -46.48 22.35 -0.15 119.16 36.48 36.52 113.86 22.17
11/38 5183.48 22.35 -0.15 119.16 36.48 36.52 113.86 22.17
11/38 5183.48 26.52 22.35 -0.15 119.16 36.48 36.52 113.86 22.17
6/38 5302.22 84.78 26.91 -0.5 156.44 37.56 37.6 136.91 26.37
6/38 5302.22 106.78 26.91 -0.5 156.44 37.56 37.6 136.91 26.37
6/39 5275.31 96.69 19.43 0.15 147.55 36.28 36.31 130.48 19.94
6/39 5275.31 26.69 19.43 0.15 147.55 36.28 36.31 130.48 19.94
6/39 5275.31 15.69 19.43 0.15 147.55 36.28 36.31 130.48 19.94
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Table 7. Statistical Summary (SI).'
Parameter Mean(m)
Standard
Deviation(m)
LIKC 11.1 5.9
LIKV 31.2 16.6
LIKA 3.3 1.8
VCl 9.7 5.0
VC2 9.5 5.1
L2TC 27.3 7.1
L2TV 4.4 2.4
'The mean and standard deviation summarize the difference between the modeled water surface elevations 
for the sensitivity analysis versus the modeled water surface elevations for the calibrated model at various 
well locations.
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Tables. Statistical Summary (English)’
Parameter MeanCm)
Standard
Deviation(m)
LIKC 36.4 19.4
LIKV 102.3 54.6
LIKA 10.9 5.8
VCl 31.7 16.5
VC2 31.2 16.7
L2TC 89.6 23.4
L2TV 14.5 7.8
‘The mean and standard deviation summarize the difference between the modeled water surface elevations 
for the sensitivity analysis versus the modeled water surAce elevations for the calibrated model at various 
well locations.
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V C l. Increasing the vertical hydraulic conductivity by 100% between Layer 1 and 
Layer 2 indicated an overall increase in heads in Layer 1 between 6 and 12 meters (20 and 
40 feet) (Figure 28). The mean and standard deviation is 9.66 and 5.1 meters (31.7 and
16.6 feet), respectively.
VC2. Increasing the vertical hydraulic conductivity by 100% between Layer 1 and 
Layer 2 indicated an overall increase in heads in Layer 2 between 6 and 12 meters (20 and 
40 feet) (Figure 29). The mean and standard deviation is 9.5 and 5.1 meters (31.2 and
16.7 feet).
L2TC. Increasing the transmissivities for carbonate by 100% in Layer 2 indicated an 
overall increase in heads in Layer 2, except at the Penoyer Valley évapotranspiration 
center, or where basement rock is volcanic, such as at row 38, column 36 (Figure 30).
The mean and standard deviation is 27.3 and 7.2 meters (89.6 and 23.5 feet), respectively.
L2TV. Increasing the transmissivity for volcanics by 100% in Layer 2 indicated an 
overall increase in heads, except at two well locations located close to volcanic rock in 
Layer 2, at row 14, column 41 and row 38, column 37, where water wells were modeled 
at 118.6 and -95 meters (+388.88 and -311.82, feet) respectively (Figure 31). The mean 
and standard deviation is 4.42 and 2.4 meters (14.5 and 7.8 feet), respectively.
Summary. By increasing the hydraulic parameters by 100%, head levels (output) rose 
significantly. Increasing hydraulic parameters is similar to decreasing the resistance to 
flow, both vertically and horizontally. Decreasing resistance to flow horizontally (from 
the western edge o f Garden Valley and Penoyer Valley to the eastern edge of Coal 
Valley) should not result in an increase in head. A decrease in resistance results in a 
decrease in head loss from Garden and Penoyer Valleys to Coal Valley. In contrast, a
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decrease in vertical hydraulic conductivity for both Layer 1 and Layer 2 may result in 
higher head levels, and may explain the higher heads shown in the sensitivity analysis.
The évapotranspiration center in Penoyer Valley is less sensitive because o f its size. The 
rate set for 1.5 x lO^m’yr (12,123 ac-ft/yr) is set high enough to continue discharging at 
higher head levels. The higher sensitivity for the Garden Valley center may be caused by 
a numerical oscillation within MODFLOW.
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Figure 19. Hypothetical Aquifer System. The above hypothetical model has been given 
60 columns, 115 rows, and 2 layers, to emulate the layout of the four-valley, regional 
aquifer model. The aquifer boundary is delineated by active and inactive cells. Layer 1 
has a shaded hatch pattern, whereas Layer 2 is indicated by a striped hatch pattern. Solid 
circles indicate active cells, and open circles indicate inactive cells (after McDonald and 
Harbaugh, 1988).
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Figure 20. Continuity Equation. The above equation is the backward difference equation 
that MODFLOW uses to solve for head difference over a given stress period for block 
centered flow. The change in head between cells, when combined with discharge and 
recharge from each cell, is equal to the change in storage multiplied by the difference in 
head over a given increment in time. C=KA/L, where C=conductance, K=hydraulic 
conductivity, A is cross sectional area, and L is the length between the center o f each 
block. Rijk (row), Cyk (column), and Vyk (layer) refer to the row, column, and vertical 
nomenclature for a given ijjc , whereas h'"ij,k refers to the head in a specific row, column, 
and layer at some point in time, m. Pÿ,k and Q ,jk refer to stressors that discharge flow (P) 
or recharge flow (Q) into any given cell. Ss refers to storage in the cell. For steady-state 
model, storage does not change over time (McDonald and Harbaugh, 1988; McDonald et 
al, 1995).
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Figure 21. Schematic of Aquifer vs Model. The above schematic indicates how the 
alluvial and carbonate rock aquifer system is simulated by an upper and lower layer (after 
Prudic, Harrili, and Burbey, 1995).
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Figure 22. Four-Valley Steady-State Simulation, Layer 1. Above is a plan of the 
Penoyer-Garden-Coal-Tikaboo Valley calibrated MODFLOW output at 100-foot contour 
intervals. Elevations are feet above mean sea level. Not to scale. North is to the top o f the 
page.
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Figure 23. Four-Valley Steady-State Simulation, Layer 2. Above is a plan of the 
Penoyer-Garden-Coal-Tikaboo Valley calibrated MODFLOW output at 100-foot contour 
intervals. Elevations are feet above mean sea level. Not to scale. North is to the top o f the 
page.
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EXTINCTON DEPTH
Figure 24. Evapotranspiration Function. The above diagram shows how the 
evaptranspiration function works in MODFLOW. The rate varies from the land surface 
to the extinction depth based on a linear relationship, the slope being the maximum rate 
divided by the extinction depth. The rate o f évapotranspiration remains constant at 
elevations above the land surface. Numerical oscillations may result using the 
evaportranspiration function within MODFLOW as a result of the change in rate 
(discontinuity) that occurs at the land surface (after Prudic, Harrili, and Burbey, 1995).
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Figure 26. Sensitivity Analysis, layer 1, Alluvium. Mean = 3.3. Standard Deviation = 1.8m. %
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Figure 27. Sensitivity Analysis, Layer 1, Carbonate. Mean = 11.1m. Standard Deviation = 5.9m. 00LA
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Figure 28. Sensitivity Analysis, Layer 1, Leakance. Mean = 9.7m. Standard deviation = 5.0m.
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Figure 30. Sensitivity Analysis, Layer 2, Carbonates. Mean = 27.3m. Standard deviation = 7.1m. 0000
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CHAPTER 4
INFLUENCE OF RANGE BOUNDING FAULTS 
The calibrated, three- dimensional model developed in Chapter 3 was used to test the 
effect of structural controls on groundwater flow in the vicinity o f both the Worthington 
Mountains and the Timpahute Range. Structural controls such as range bounding faults 
may provide conduits to regional flow or act as barriers to regional flow. Broken rock 
adjacent to faults could act as a conduit if  high porosity exists. Porosity may be 
diminished if cementing takes place, causing a fault to function as a barrier rather than a 
conduit. Other barriers may occur where permeable rock is placed against impermeable 
rock. Such barriers could result in changes to the hydraulic gradient across the fault. 
(Winograd and Thordarson, 1975; Prudic, Harrill, and Burbey, 1995). Normal, range 
bounding faults are likely to have voids and fractures associated with high 
transmissivities and high permeabilities. Brittle deformation of carbonate rock crossed by 
extensional faults is likely to have solution cavities, cracks, and fractures that allow water 
to pass along the fault zone (Dettinger et. al, 1995).
In contrast to range-bounding faults, Mesozoic thrust faults probably do not transmit 
groundwater and act as barriers to flow. Mesozoic, Sevier type thrust faults were formed 
during contraction and compression, and are likely to have fault gauge along the slip 
plane. Fine grained fault gauge often provides a barrier to groundwater movement across
90
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the slip plane. Further, the slip plane o f Mesozoic, Sevier thrusts is often narrower 
compared to the slip plane of extensional, normal faults. Although both the Worthington 
Moimtains and the Timpahute Range include Sevier-type thrust faults, these faults are not 
included in models of the Worthington Moimtains or the Timphaute Range. The level o f 
discretization for the Worthington Model and Timpahute Model was increased (cells 
made smaller), however, the cell dimensions were still too large to accurately model 
Sevier-type thrust faults. Further, the dip of Sevier thrust faults would require extensive 
modeling with multiple layers (greater than two) in order to simulate the fault plane. The 
complexity o f  thrust faulting, especially in the Timpahute Range, also makes modeling of 
thrust faults somewhat difficult. Wider, range bounding faults associated with extension 
may be modeled by reducing the level o f discretization to approximate fault zones of 
200m (660 ft) or 268 m (880 ft) (Hsieh and Freckleton, 1993).
A calibrated, three-dimensionsional model for each mountain range was developed by 
decreasing the scale of discretization and simulating structural controls. For example, the 
hydraulic conductivities and transmissivities were increased in fault zones associated with 
the Timpahute Range and Worthington Mountains. General head boundaries were set 
based on the calibrated, regional model, and each model was balanced for total inflow 
and outflow.
Three scenarios were compared for the Worthington and Timpahute models, where 
hydraulic parameters were assigned that correspond to the regional, four-valley model 
lithology distribution. The three scenarios considered were 1) Tertiary, range bounding 
faults were ignored, corresponding to the lithologies o f the regional, four-valley model, 2) 
Tertiary fault zones were assigned a higher transmissivity than lithologies of the four-
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valley regional model, and 3) Tertiary fault zones were assigned lower transmissivities 
than lithologies o f the four-valley regional model.
Worthington Model 
A three-dimensional, finite-difference model was prepared for the Worthington 
Mountains by decreasing the scale of the regional, calibrated model (Plate 3). The model 
grid included the entire Worthington Mountain range, from Penoyer Valley on the west to 
Garden Valley on the east. This grid corresponds to columns 26 - 30 and rows 26 - 40 of 
the regional model grid and is broken into 200 meter, 1/5 kilometer (660 ft, 1/8 mile) 
segments (versus 1610 meter or 5280 foot segments in the regional model). Thus, a 
higher level of discretization was prepared for the Worthington model by breaking the 
regional, 2.6 square kilometer (one square mile) discretization into 1/25 square kilometer 
(1/64 square mile) discretization, with each grid boundary consisting o f 1/5 kilometer,
200 meter (1/8 mile, 660 foot) lengths.
The Worthington model also included the same input values as the regional model.
For example, hydraulic conductivities for Quaternary alluvium. Tertiary volcanics, and 
Paleozoic carbonates input into the regional model are the same values input into the 
Worthington model. Similarly, recharge values from precipitation were input exactly the 
same as in the regional model. The model also included two layers, with a middle layer 
simulating vertical conductance. General head boundaries were set along the perimeter at 
the Worthington model equivalent to the output o f  the regional model (Plate 3).
Worthington Model -  No Range-Bounding Faults. Figure 32 shows the Worthington 
model output with no range bounding faults. The heads in this model are the same as the
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heads in the regional model, varying from 1554 meters (5100 feet) in the north to 1478 
meters (4850 feet) in the south. Flow is from north to south, similar to the regional 
model. The Worthington model with no range bounding faults provides the same output 
as the regional model, except in greater detail. General head boundaries along the 
perimeter of the Worthington model are set to the regional model output. This provides 
an output that is the same between the Worthington model and regional model.
Worthington Model—Low Transmissivity Fault Zones. Plate 3 and Figure 33 show 
the Worthington model with range bounding faults that have variable transmissivity. Two 
range bounding faults were modeled, namely the Penoyer Valley fault on the west and the 
range bounding fault to the east o f the Worthington Mountains, adjacent Garden Valley. 
The transmissivity o f cells representing the two range bounding faults was reduced by 
two orders of magnitude, with the results o f the model shown in Figure 34. In general, 
flow is from north to south and is along regional flow patterns, with range bounding 
faults serving as barriers to east-west flow across the Worthington Mountains. Further, 
large changes in the hydraulic gradient occur across the faults, with higher heads on the 
range side and lower heads on the basin side. This scenario may be appropriate if broken 
carbonate rock along range bounding faults becomes cemented and hinders groundwater 
flow.
Worthington Model—High Transmissivity Fault Zones. Figure 35 shows the output 
of the Worthington model with high transmissivity fault zones. High transmissivity 
parameters were set such that the maximum hydraulic conductivity of 304 m/d (1000 ft/d) 
was input along range bounding faults (Dettinger, et al, 1995). A maximum
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transmissivity of 1079 m^/d (11,500 ft^/d ) was input for range bounding faults in Layer 2 
for Paleozoic carbonate rocks (Winograd and Thordarson, 1975).
Results infer that range bounding faults direct the movement of groundwater along the 
eastern and western flank o f the Worthington Mountains with flow being from north to 
south. The small head difference between Layers 1 and 2 indicates no vertical movement 
occurs between layers, neither up or down. In the northern half o f the Worthington 
Mountains, both the Penoyer fault and the eastern range bounding fault channel 
groundwater from north to south. Thus, with increasing recharge, the hydraulic gradient 
flattens out at the center o f the mountain range versus the northern and southern ends, 
where the hydraulic gradient is steeper. Thus in the northern half of the Worthington 
Mountains, recharge due to precipitation not only flows south along the axis of the range, 
but flows towards each o f the range bounding faults on the east and west flanks.
Range bounding faults on the south half of the Worthington Mountains probably act as 
barriers to east-west flow, while serving to channel groundwater south. Mounding due to 
recharge maintains a comparatively flatter hydraulic gradient that falls with a steep 
gradient toward Penoyer and Garden Valley. The break in hydraulic gradient is 
interpreted to occur at the Penoyer fault on the west and the range bounding fault on the 
east. The alluvial/carbonate contact along the range bounding faults for Layer 1, and the 
carbonate/carbonate contact along the range bounding faults for Layer 2 comprise only a 
partial barrier and allows an east-west flux at a steeper gradient. It is possible that the 
range bounding faults block the east-west flow of mounded, recharged groundwater by 
serving to drain recharged groundwater directly south along the faults.
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Both the regional model and Worthington Mountain model indicate a hydraulic 
connection between Penoyer and Garden Valleys. Flow is generally along the north- 
south axis o f the mountain range from north to the south, and not east-west. Although the 
hydraulic connection exists, no apparent flow occurs through the subsurface between 
Penoyer and Garden Valleys. This is consistent with the general flow pattem o f Garden 
Valley, which is directed southeast off the Quinn Canyon Range and away from Penoyer 
Valley.
Timpahute Model
Similar in format to the Worthington model, a three-dimensional, finite-difference 
model was also prepared for the Timpahute Range with a higher level o f discretization 
than the regional, calibrated model. The model grid included the entire Timpahute Range, 
from Tempiute Mountain on the west to the Mount Irish Range on the east. This grid 
corresponds to columns 2 5 -41  and rows 40-50 of the regional model grid and is broken 
into 268 meter, .268 kilometer (880 ft,l/6 mile) segments (versus 1609 meter or 5280 
foot segments in the regional model). Thus, a higher level o f discretization was prepared 
for the Timpahute model by breaking the regional, 2.6 square kilometer (1 square mile) 
discretization into 1/14 square kilometer (1/36 square mile) discretization, with each grid 
boundary consisting o f268 meter, .268 kilometer (1/6 mile, 880 ft) lengths (Plate 4,
Figure 37).
Similar model parameters were input for the Timpahute Range as were input for the 
Worthington Mountains model, including hydraulic conductivities, conductances, and 
transmissivities for Tertiary volcanics. Paleozoic carbonates. Quaternary alluvium, and
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range bounding faults. Again, the Mesozoic Sevier thrust faults were omitted. In the 
Timpahute Range model these faults are more complex structurally than in the 
Worthington Mountains. Thus only extensional, range bounding faults were incorporated 
in the model. Extensional structures modeled included the Penoyer Valley fault, the 
Penoyer Springs fault, the Schofield Pass fault, the Tikaboo Valley fault, and the range 
bounding fault separating Penoyer Valley on the north from the Timpahute Range on the 
south.
Timpahute Model — No Ranee-Bounding Faults. Figure 36 is the output of the 
Timpahute Model with no range bounding faults. Because extensional faulting is 
removed, the heads in the Timpahute Model are the same as the heads in the regional 
model. This is to be anticipated since the general head boundaries for the Timpahute 
model were set to the output of the regional model. The methodology used to establish 
the Timpahute model is similar to the methodology used to establish the Worthington 
model, providing the same output as the regional model except in greater detail. In 
general, flow is from north to south, ranging from 1470 meters (4870 feet) on the north to 
1425 meters (4675 feet) on the south. The eastern third of the modeled area flows from 
west to east, ranging from 1463 meters (4800 feet) on the west to 1387 meters (4550 feet) 
on the east.
Timpahute Model — Low Transmissivity Fault Zones. Figure 38 is the output of the 
Timpahute Model with low-transmissivity fault zones. Transmissivities for respective 
lithologies were dropped by two orders of magnitude along range bounding faults, to 
yield results similar to that o f the Worthington model. These results include large drops 
in head across faults that behave as barriers, such as the Schofield Pass Fault, or the
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Penoyer Springs Fault. The Tikaboo Valley fault not only functions as a barrier to east- 
west flow, but also functions as a boundary between north-south flow to the west of the 
fault, and west-east flow to the east o f the fault The range bounding fault on the north 
flank of the Timpahute Range appears to have minimal affect on regional flow patterns. 
The strike of the fault falls perpendicular to regional water surface contours and may have 
no impact on regional flow patterns.
Timpahute Model—High Transmissivity Fault Zones. Figure 39 is the output of the 
Timpahute Model with high transmissive fault zones. Generally, groundwater flux is 
from north to south and along the range bounding faults. Head drops in the north at the 
Penoyer Springs fault but continue south across the Timpahute. A recharge moimd is 
located in the east-central model area at water surface elevation 1450 meters (4755 feet). 
The Penoyer Valley fault, Tikaboo Valley fault, and Schofield Pass fault function as 
conduits to north-south flow across the moimtain range. Water surface elevation contours 
along northern model area appear similar to gaining streams along faults. However, water 
surface contours along the southern model area appear similar to losing streams.
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Figure 32. Worthington Model, Steady-State Simulation, No Range-Bounding Fault 
Zones. Elevations given are in feet above mean sea level for both Layers 1 and 2. Flow 
arrows show general direction o f groundwater movement. Refer to Plate 1 for regional, 
four-valley model/Worthington model index map. Not to scale. North is to the top of the 
page.
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Figure 33. Digital Representation of Worthington Model Fault Zones. Penoyer Valley 
fault is represented by the dark line on the left, whereas the Garden Valley fault is 
represented by dark line on the right. Grid discretization is sq. km (1/64'*’ sq mi.). 
Refer to Plate 3 for greater detail. Not to scale. North is to the top o f  the page.
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Figure 34. Worthington Model, Steady-State Simulation, Low Conductivity Range- 
Bounding Fault Zones. Elevations given are in feet above mean sea level. The range- 
bounding faults serve to impound recharge due to precipitation, as shown by the 
groundwater mound bound by the faults. The shallower hydraulic gradient in the north 
versus the south results from higher recharge rates from higher elevations in the mountain 
range. Not to scale. North is to the top o f the page.
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Figure 35. Worthington Model, Steady-State Simulation, High Transmissivity Fault 
Zones. Elevations given are in feet above mean sea level. Range bounding faults serve to 
direct groundwater from north to south, and allow greater transmission o f recharge into 
Penoyer and Garden Valleys compared to the model shown on Figure 34. Not to scale. 
North is to the top of the page.
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Figure 36. Timpahute M odel, Steady-State Simulation, No Range-Bounding Fault Zones. Elevations given are in feet above mean 
sea level for both Layers 1 and 2. Flow arrows show general direction o f  groundwater movement. Refer to Plate 1 for regional, four- 
valley model/Timpahute model index map. Not to scale. North is to the top o f  the page.
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Figure 38. Timpahute Model, Steady-State Simulation, Low Conductivity Range-Bounding Fault Zones. Elevations given are in feet 
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Figure 39. Timpahute Model, Steady-State Simulation, High Transmissivity Fault Zones. Elevations given are in feet above mean 
sea level. Flow is from north to south, with a steep gradient associated with the Penoyer Springs fault. The shallow gradient at the 
center may be caused by mounding o f recharge due to precipitation, associated with higher elevations o f  the Timpahute Range. Not 
to scale. North is to the top o f  the page.
CHAPTERS
CONCLUSIONS
The groundwater models presented here are conceptual, because 1) limited data is 
available for calibration, 2) the level of model discretization is on a regional basis (for all 
models) which does not provide a detailed analysis, and 3) the models are based on the 
assumption of Darcy's law, which does not take into account nonimiform flow in 
fractured groundwater systems, such as in the carbonate rock aquifer. Given these 
limitations, the models presented provide only general insight to the hydraulics of the 
Penoyer Valley region, and so, only general conclusions may be drawn.
Some authors have considered Penoyer Valley hydraulically isolated from regional 
flow systems. A hydraulic connection between Penoyer and Garden Valley across the 
Worthington Mountains is demonstrated by both the regional model and the Worthington 
model, however, flux across the Worthington mountains does not take place. This 
conclusion partly justifies the conclusions of Van Denburgh and Rush (1974) that 
considered Penoyer Valley to be isolated from regional flow systems. Garden Valley 
drains to the southeast towards Coal Valley, not towards Penoyer Valley. The 
assumption that Penoyer Valley is not hydraulically connected to Tikaboo Valley is
106
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probably not correct. The regional model indicates both a connection and subsurface flux 
across the Timpahute Range from north to south.
In both the Worthington Mountain model and the Timpahute Model, range bounding 
faults associated with extension controlled the movement of groundwater. In the 
Worthington Mountains, the range bounding faults serve as further barriers to east-west 
flow by directing groundwater along north-south flow paths. The Timpahute Range 
model is similar, in that the north-south trending extensional faulting serve as conduits 
for north-south transmission of groundwater. The east-west trending, range bounding 
faults such as the Penoyer Springs fault may serve to channel water to north-south range 
bounding faults, but do not function as a barrier to north-south movement to Tikaboo 
Valley.
The steady-state assumption for the four-valley model is probably not valid. Evidence 
for this appears in both the literature and well records. Prudic, Harrill, and Burbey (1995) 
used an évapotranspiration rate of 1.1x10^ mVyr (9000 ac-ft/yr) for Penoyer Valley that 
corresponds to piunpage. The latest well records indicate that 1.5x10^ mVyr (12,123 ac- 
ft/yr) are pumped from Penoyer Valley, and that water levels have been dropping steadily 
over the last 30 years. Thus a transient-state analysis for Penoyer Valley is probably more 
appropriate.
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Table 9. Water Basin 171 - Coal Valley Permits and Applications (SI).
Al’i’./I’ER CERT DATE OF PT OF DIVERSION GRID DIVER. CONS. Al.LOC USE PLACE OF USE NOTES
PROOF PRIORITY 1/4 1/4 S T R R/C RATE m ' /y r m Vy r
1266 01/01/69 NE SI­ 14 IS 60E 33/50 0.05 2764.16 2764.16 STOCKWAl'ER NE.SE.S14.T1S.R60E PERMIT 01266
1509 01/01/91 NE SE 12 3S 58E 43/39 0.1 1382.08 1382.08 STOCKWATF.R NE.SE.S12.T13S.R58E PERMIT 01509
1540 NONE 01/01/75 SE NW 13 IN 59E 27/45 0.1 1382,08 1382.08 STOCKWATER SE.NW.S13.TTN.R59E PERMIT 01540
1544 01/01/75 SE SE 18 3N 60E 15/46 0.1 2764.16 2764.16 STOCKWATER SE.SE.SI8.T3N.R60E PERMIT 01544
1605 01/01/99 NE SI­ 1 3S 58E 43/34 0.025 691,04 691.04 STOCKWATER NE.SE.S1.T3S.R58E PERMIT 01605
1606 01/01/00 SW SE 1 3S 581- 43/34 0.025 691.04 691.04 STOCKWATER SW.SE.S1.T-3S.R58E PERMIT 01606
4665 1576 11/01/17 SE SE 30 IN 61E 29/52 0.016 1382.08 1382.08 STOCKWATER SE.SE.S30.T1N.R61E
4859 529 01/22/18 NW NE 7 IN 59E 26/40 0.025 27641.6 27641.6 STOCKWATER NW.NE.S7.T1N.R59E
7344 1284 04/26/25 NW NW 36 IN 60E 30/51 0,015 13820.8 13820.8 STOCKWATER NW.NW.S36.T1N.R60E
7915 2438 10/20/26 NE NE 3 IN 61E 25/55 0.001 740.4 740.4 STOCKWATER NE.NE.S3.T1N.R6IE
46737 12283 03/16/83 NW SW 10 3N 59E 14/43 0.035 35934.08 35934.08 STOCKWATER SEE NOTE*
52775 12/13/88 NW NW 36 IN 60E 30/51 0.1 5528.32 5528.32 STOCKWATER NW.NWS36.T1NR60E
53956 10/17/89 NE NW 36 3N 60E 18/51 6 0 0 MUN/DOM
53957 10/17/89 SW SE 14 2S 59E 39/44 6 0 0 MUN/DOM
53958 10/17/89 SE NW 10 3N 60E 14/49 10 0 0 MUN/DOM
53959 10/17/89 SE SW 6 3S 60E 43/46 10 0 0 MUN/DOM
54215 12/06/89 SE SW 12 IS 59E 32/45 0 11106 11106 STOCKWATER SE.SW, SW.SE.S12; 
NW.NE,NE.NW.S13 
S13,TISR59E
54216 12/06/89 NW NW 17 IS 60F. 33/47 0.01 20.16 20.16 STOCKWATER NW.NW.S17.T1S.R60E
•2N R581Î. SEC.S 1,2 4-6. N12/R58E, A1.LOFT3N R59K &T4N ,R59li, S3, Nl/2 NE S7, 
1’2N,R59E, CONTINUED, SECS l,2,10-15,22-27,34-30,T4N, IN NOTES, R5KE
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Al’P/l'HR CERT DATE OF T OF DIVERSION GRID DIVER CONS AL1.0C USE PLACE OF USE NOTES
PROOF PRIORITY 1/4 1/4 SEC T R R/C RATE m ’/y r m ’/y r
2715 05/16/13 SI­ SW 8 3N 57E 0.195 72411.12 96548.16 IRRIGATION NE NW, NWNE, WI/2NE 
SE.NE,S17,SENE,SWNW, 
NWSW,S16,T3N,R57E
2911 03/16/14 SE NW 31 4N 59E 0.006 5540.66 5540.66 STOCKWATER SE.NW.S31.T4N.R59E
2912 03/16/14 SE NW 23 4N 58E 0.006 5540.66 5540.66 STOCKWATER SE.NW.S23.T4N.R58E
4563 08/24/17 SE SW 36 3N 56E 0.147 40759.02 54345.36 IRRIGATION NW.NE.,SW.NE,SE.NE.,S1. 
TIN , R56E
4635 10/13/17 SW NW 14 3N 57E 0.29 130680.6 174240.8 IRRIGATION
&DOMEST1C
NW.SE,SW.NE,NE.SW,
SE.NW,S14,T3N,R57E
4799 12/22/17 NE SW 16 3N 57E 0.073 2048.44 2727.14 IRRIGATION S1/4V,SI6,T3N,R57E
4857 1/22/18 SE NE 24 IN 57E 0.015 13820.8 13820,8 STOCKWATER SE.NE.S24.T1N.R56E
4858 1/22/18 0 IN 57E 0.025 30405.76 30405.76 STOCKWATER UNKNOWN
4860 1/22/18 NE NW 3 IN 56E 0.025 27641.6 27641.6 STOCKWATER
&DOMESTIC
NE.NW.S3.T1N.R57E
4865 ^  1/24/18 SE SW 16 IS 58E 0.025 41462.4 41462.4 STOCKWATER SE.SW.S16.T1S.R58E
5786 10/1/19 NE SW 36 3N 57E 0.17 61687.66 82270.78 IRRIGATION NE.SW.S36.T3N.R57E
6047 4/3/20 SW NW 14 3N 57E 0.976 27641.6 27641.6 STOCKWATER NE.SE.S8.T3N.R58E
6679 5/19/22 SW SE 21 2N 57E 0.019 16584.96 16584.96 STOCKWATER SE.NW.S10.T1N.R57E
7252 11/21/24 NE SW 7 2N 57R 0.006 5528.32 5528.32 STOCKWATER NE.SW.S7.T2N.R57E
8379 11/9/27 SE NW 19 2N 57E 0.003 2764.16 2764.16 STOCKWATER SE.SE.S29.NE.NE.S32.T2N.R57E
8380 11/9/27 NW SE 20 IN 57E 0.013 11883.42 11883.42 STOCKWATER NW.SE.S2Ü.T1N.R57E
8490 3/29/28 SE SE 31 5N 59E 0.003 271,48 271.48 STOCKWATER SE.SE.S3LT5N.R59E
9592 5/31/32 SW SW 8 3N 57E 0 0 0 IRRIGATION & 
DOMESTIC
NW.SW.SW.SW.SW.SW.S8
NE.NW.SI7.'13N.R57E
9592 5/31/32 NE SE 7 3N 57E 0.1 33318 44424 IRRIGATION
&D0MEST1C
NW.SW.,SW.SW.,SE.SW.,S8
NE.NW.S17.T3N.R57E
9820 12/4/34 NW SE 7 2N 57E 0.025 223230.6 223230.6 DOMESTIC NW.SE.S7.T2N.R57E
9843 9/8/19 SE SW 5 2N 57E 0.178 79593 106124 IRRIGATION & 
DOMESTIC
SW.NE.,NW.SF..S7.T2N.
R57E
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Al'P/PER CERT DATE OF 
PRIORI'I’Y
• DIVERSION 
1/4 1/4 SEC r
GRID 
R R/C
DIVER
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m ’/y r
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m ’/y r
USE PLACE OF USE NOTES
IlSU 1/31/04 SW SW 35 4N 57E 0 40351.8 53802.4 IRRIGATION S1/2.SW.S35.T4N.R57E
1152 i/l/72 SE SW 8 3N 57E 0 163381.6 217838.02 IRRIGATION W1/2.S16.E1/2.NW1/4.S17.
DOM&STOCK T3N.R57E
1152 1/1/72 NW NE 8 3N 57E 0 0 0 IRRIGATION W1/2.S16.E1/2.NW1/4.S17.
DOM&STOCK T3N.R57E
1152 1/1/72 SE NE 8 3N 57E 0 0 0 IRRIGATION , W1/2.S16.E1/2.NW1/4.S17.
DOM&STOCK nN.R57E
1153 1/1/82 NW SE 16 3N 57E 0 59478.8 79309.18 IRRIGATION SE1/4.S16.SW1/4.S15.T3N.R57E
1154 1/1/86 SW SW 15 3N 57E 0 27765 37020 IRRIGATION S1/2.S15.T.3N.R57E
DOM&STOCK
1155 1/31/02 SE SW 36 3N 56E 0 0 0 IRRIGATION PTNS.S 1 .T2N. R56E.S6.S7.T2N.
R57E.S36.T3N.R56E
1155 1/31/02 NW SE 6 2N 57E 0 0 0 IRRIGATION PTNS.S 1.T2N.R56E.S6.S7.T2N.
R57E.S36.T3N.R56E
1155 1/31/02 SW NE 1 2N 56E 0 0 0 IRRIGATION PTMNS.S 1 .T2N.R56E.S6.S7.T2N
R57E.S36.T3N.R56E
1155 1/31/02 NE SW 36 3N 56E 0 203610 271480 IRRIGATION PTNS.S 1 .T2N.R56E.S6.S7.T2N.
R57E.S36.T3N.R56E
1156 1/1/92 SE NW 3 2N 56E 0 14857.36 19805.7 IRRIGATION PTN.S3.T2N.R57E
1539 1/1/78 NE SW 2 IN 58E 0.067 135.74 135.74 STOCKWATER NE.SW.S2.T1N.R58E
1541 1/1/75 NW NE 7 2N 57E 0.1 5528.32 5528.32 STOCKWATER NW.NE.S7.T2N.R57E
1542 1/1/73 NE NE 28 3N 57E 0.1 27641.6 27641.6 STOCKWATER NE.NE.S28.T3N.R57E
1543 1/1/73 14 3N 57E 0.5 27641.6 27641.6 STOCKWATER SW,SE,S14.SW.NE.S24,SE.SE.
S18.T3N.R57E
1543 1/1/73 24 3N 57E 0 0 0 SIOCKWATER 52AC1NS1,11,12,T2N,R56E
1703 6/1/10 SE SE 3 2N 56E 0.522 193121 257498.78 IRRIGATION &
DOMESTIC
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Table 9 (continued from previous page). Water Basin 172 - Garden Valley Permits and Applications (SI).
APPVPliR
PROOF
CERT DATE OF 
PRIORITY
>T OF DIVERSION 
1/4 1/4 SEC T R
GRID
R/C
DIV
RATE
CONS
m ’/y r
/U.LOC
m ’\y r
USE PLACE OF USE NO TES
9922 12/18/35 SW SW 10 2S 57E 0.003 8983.52 8983.52 STOCKWATER 
& DOMESTIC
SW.SW.S10.T2S.R57E
10167 9/13/37 SE SE 11 2N 56E 1 392412 392412 IRRIGATION NE.SW.,SE.NW.,SW,NW,
NW.NW,S13.'T2N.R56E
10467 1/29/40 NE SW 7 2N 57E 0.009 8292.48 8292.48 STOCKWATER NW,NE.S21.T2N.R57E
11047 1/11/44 NW NW 2 IS 57E 0.022 41462.4 41462,4 STOCKWATER NW.NW.S2.T1S.R57E
11374 9/17/45 NW NW 23 2N 561-; 0.003 2764.16 2764.16 STOCKWATER NW.NW.S23.T2N.R56E
18644 3/11/60 NW SW 16 3N 57E 2 302823.6 403764.8 IRRIGATION NW.SW.SW.SW.NE.SW 
SE.SW.SW.s e ,SE.SE,S 16 
SW.SW.SW.SW.Sl 5,T3N,R57E
24420 3/26/68 SW SI­ 6 IS 57E 0.009 8292.48 8292.48 STOCKWATER NW.SW.S12.T1S.R56E
32513 6/30/77 NW NE 26 4N 58E 2.7 592320 789760 IRRIGATION & 
DOMESTIC
NE1/4.S26.T4N.R58E
32514 6/30/77 NW NW 24 4N 58K 2.7 592320 789760 IRRIGATION & 
DOMESTIC
NW1/4.S24.T4N.R58E
32516 6/30/77 NW NW 25 4N 58E 2.7 592320 789760 IRRIGATION & 
DOMESTIC
NW1/4.S25.T4N.R58E
33012 8/3/77 SW NW 1 2N 56E 2.7 592320 789760 IRRIGATION & 
DOMESTIC
NW1/4.S1.T2N.R56E
33306 8/23/77 NW SW 1 2N 56E 2.7 592320 789760 IRRIGATION & 
DOMESTIC
SW1/4.S1.T2N.R56E
34558 11/3/77 NW NE 23 4N 58E 2.7 592320 789760 IRRIGATION & 
DOMESTIC
NE1/4.S23.T4N.R58E
36783 2/14/79 NW NW 14 2N 58E 5.4 1184640 1579520 IRRIGATION & 
DOMESTIC
W1/2.S14.T2N.R58E
37229 3/27/79 NW SI­ 30 3N 58E 2.7 592320 789760 IRRIGATION & 
DOMESTIC
NW.SE,SE.SE.S30.,NW.NW.
SE.NW.S32.T3NR58E
37230 3/27/79 NW SE 32 3N 58E 2.7 592320 789760 IRRIGATION
DOMESTIC
SE1/4.S32.T3N.R58E
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Table 9 (continued from previous page). Water Basin 172 - Garden Valley Permits and Applications (SI).
Al’lVPI'R
PERMIT
CERT DATE OE 
PRIORITY
PT OF DIVERSION 
1/4 1/4 SEC r R
GRID
R/C
DIV
RATE
CONS
m ’/y r
ALLOC
m ’y r
USE PLACE OF USE NOTES
38232 5/24/79 SE SW 15 3N 57E 0.045 18510 24680 IRRIG&DOM V.SE,SE.SW,SI5,T3N,R57E
38595 7/18/79 NW NW 30 3N 58E 2.7 592320 789760 IRRIGATION NW.NW, SE,NW..NW.SE.,
&DOMEST1C SE.SW..S30, T3N.R58E
53960 10/17/89 NW NE 30 IS 58E 6 0 0 MUN&DOM
53961 10/17/89 NW SE 24 3N 58E 6 0 0 MIIN&DOM
53962 10/17/89 NE SE 31 5N 59E 6 0 0 MUN&DOM
53963 10/17/89 NW SE 24 2S 57E 10 0 0 MUN&DOM
53964 10/17/89 SE SW 22 5N 58E 10 0 0 MUN&DOM
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PROOF
CERT DATE OF 
PRIORITY
PT OF DIVERSION 
1/4 1/4 SEC T R
GRID
R/C
DIV
RATE
CONS
m ’/y r
ALLOC
m ’/y r
USE PLACE OF USE NOTES
3364 CERT 1996 NW SE 5 T5S R55E STOCKWATER
9922 CERT 1996 SW SW 10 T2S R57E 2961.6 STOCKWATER
10460 CERT 1996 SW SI­ 17 T3S R56E 0 MINING NO USE
11332 CERT 1996 SW SE 23 T3S R55E 4072.2 STOCKWATER
11334 CERT 1996 SE NW 31 T2S R55E 7157.2 0 STOCKWATER
11335 CERT 1996 SE SW 6 T3S R56E 7157.2 0 STOCKWATER
11694 CERT 1996 NW SE 29 T3S R56E 0 0 NO USE
12540 CERT 1996 NW SW 4 T4S R55E 11106 0 STOCKWATER
12541 CERT 1996 NE NW 25 T3S R54E 7157.2 STOCKWATER
12542 CERT 1996 SW SE 17 T2S R55E 7157.2 STOCKWATER
13500 CERT 1996 SW SW 9 TIS R54E 13944.2 278X8.4 STOCKWATER
14257 CERT 1996 SW SE 17 T3S R56E 246« MINING/DOM MINING NO USE
I797K 1996 SE NE 36 T3S R55E 0 0 MINING NO USE
21234 CERT 1996 l.T 1 4 T4S R55E 0 43190 0
1,T 2 4 T4S R55E 0 43190 IRRIGATION & V1/4.S24.T4N.R58E
SI­ NI­ 4 T4S R55E 0 43190 DOMESTIC
SE NE 4 T4S R55E 0 43190 IRRIGA TION & V1/4.S25.T4N.R58E
21235 1996 i ; r 3 3 T4S R55E 0 43190 DOMESTIC
i . r 4 3 T4S R55E 0 43190
SW NW 3 T4S R55E 0 43190
SE NW 3 T4S R55E 0 43190
21797 1996 NW SW 4 T4S R55E 0 12340
NE SW 4 T4S R55E 0 18510
SW SW 4 T4S R55E 0 12340
SE SW 4 T4S R55E 0 18510
22755 1996 NW NI­ 31 T3S R55E 0 38562.5
1996 NE NE 31 T3S R55E
1996 SW NE 31 T3S R55E
1996 SE NE 31 T3S R55E
1996 NW SI­ 31 T3S R55E
1996 NE SE 31 T3S R55E
1996 SE SE 31 T3S R55E
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Table 9 (continued from previous page). Water Basin 170 - Penoyer Valley Permits and Applications (SI).
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PROOF
CER'r DATE OF 
PRIORITY
PTOF DIVERSION 
1/4 1/4 SEC T R
CiRlD
R/C
DIV
RATE
CONS
m ’/y r
AIXOC
m ’/y r
USE PLACE OF USE NOTES
21797 CFRT 1996 NW SW 4 T4S R55E 0 12340
NE SW 4 T4S R55E 0 18510
SW SW 4 T4S R55E 0 12340
SE SW 4 T4S R55E 0 18510
22755 CERT 1996 NW NE 31 T3S R55E 0 38562.5
NE NE 31 T3S R55F. 0 38562.5
SW NE 31 T3S R55E 0 38562.5
SE NE 31 T3S R55E 0 38562.5
NW SI­ 31 T3S R55E 0 38562.5
SW SE 31 T3S R55E 0 38562.5
SI­ SE 31 T3S R55E 0 38562.5
SE SE 31 T3S R55E 0 38562.5
2.3216 CERT 1996 SE NE 12 T4S R54E 5553 5553 ITOCKWATER
23217 CERT 1996 SW SW 2 T4S R55E 5553 5553 iTOCKWATER
23218 CERT 1996 SW SW 24 T3S R54E 5553 5553 ITOCKWATEl
23219 CERT 1996 SW SW 7 T3S R55E 5553 5553 ITOCKWATER
23224 CERT 1996 SI­ NE 22 TIS R55E 13820.8 13820.8 ITOCKWATER
23232 CERT 1996 SE NE 6 T2S R56E 8391.2 8391.2 ITOCKWATER
23513 CERT 1996 SE NE 6 T2S R56E 0 0 ITOCKWATER
29339 CERT 1996 S2 25 T3S R561-; 1234 1234 MININO
29340
30385 CER'P 1996 NW SW 34 T3S R55E 49360 38562.5
45902 NE SW 34 T3S R55E 49360 38562.5
SW SW 34 T3S R55E 49360 38562.5
SE SW 34 T3S R55E 49360 38562.5
NW NW 34 T3S R55E 49360 38562.5
NE NW 34 T3S R55E 49360 38562.5
SW NW 34 T3S R55E 49360 38562.5
SE NW 34 T3S R55E 49360 31.25
USED 1542500
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Table 9 (continued from previous page). Water Basin 170 - Penoyer Valley Permits and Applications (SI).
Ai'P/PER CERT DATE OF PTOF DIVERSION CiRlD DIV CONS AIX DUTY
PROOF PRIORITY 1/4 1/4 SEC T R R/C RAT1-; m ’/y r M’A'R
364.37 CERT 1996 NW SE 24 T3S R54E 38562.5 38562.5
36440 CERT 1996 NE SW 24 T3S R54E 38562.5 38562.5
42570 CERT 1996 SW SW 24 T3S R54E 38562.5 38562.5
56328 1996 SE SW 24 T3S R54E 38562.5 38562.5
56329 1996 TOTAL 707958.14
36441 CERT 1996 NW NW 24 T3S R54E 38562.5 38562.5
36442 CERT 1996 NE NW 24 T3S R54E 38562.5 38562.5
36443 CERT 1996 SW NW 24 T3S R54E 38562.5 38562.5
56331 1996 SE NW 24 T3S R54E 38562.5
TOTAL
38562.5
728923.8
36444 CERT 1996 NW NE 24 T3S R54E 38562.5 38562.5
36445 CERT 1996 NE NE 24 T3S R54E 38562.5 38562.5
36446 CERT 1996 SW NE 24 T3S R54E 38562.5 38562.5
56327 1996 SE NE 24 T3S R54E 38562.5
TOTAL
38562.5
748050.8
36447 CERT 1996 NW SE 24 T3S R54E 38562.5 38562.5
56330 1996 NE SE 24 T3S R54E 38562.5 38562.5
1996 SW SI­ 24 T3S R54E 38562.5 38562.5
1996 NE SE 24 T3S R54E 38562.5
TOTAL
38562.5
746570
35451 CERT 1996 NW NW 28 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
NE NW 28 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
SW NW 28 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
SE NW 28 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
NW SW 28 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
NE SW 28 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
SW SW 28 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
SE SW 28 T3S R55E 38562.5
TOTAL
38562.5
1542500
USE PLACE OF USE NOTES
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Table 9 (continued from previous page). Water Basin 170 - Penoyer Valley Permits and Applications (SI).
APP\PER CERT DATE OF PTOF DIVERSION GRID DIV CONS ALLOC USE PLACE OF USE NOTES
PROOF PRIORITY 1/4 1/4 SEC T R R/C RATE m ’/y r m ’/ y r
36453 CERT 1996 NW SW 33 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
1996 NE SW 33 T3S R55F. 38562.5 38562.5
1996 SW SW 33 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
1996 SE SW 33 T3S R55E 38562.5
TOTAL
38562.5
771250
36454 CERT 1996 NW NE 5 T4S R55E 38562.5 38562,5
36455 CERT 1996 NE NE 5 T4S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
36456 CERT 1996 SW NE 5 T4S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
36457 CERT 1996 SE NE 5 T4S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
1996 NW . SI­ 5 T4S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
1996 NE SE 5 T4S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
1996 SW SE 5 T4S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
1996 SE SI­ 5 T4S R55E 38562.5
TOTAl.
38562.5
771250
36458 CERT 1996 NW SE 28 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
1996 NE SE 28 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562,5
1996 SW SE 28 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
1996 SE SE 28 T3S R55E 38562.5
TOTAL
38562.5
771250
36459 CERT 1996 NW NI­ 33 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
NE NE 33 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
SW NI­ 33 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
SE NE 33 T3S R55E 38562.5
TOTAL
38562.5
771250
36460 CERT NW NW 33 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
NE NW 33 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
SW NW 33 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
SE NW 33 138 R55E 38562.5
TOTAL
38562.5
771250
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Table 9 (continued from previous page), Water Basin 170 - Penoyer Valley Permits and Applications (SI),
AlMVl’ER
PROOF
CERT DATE OF 
PRIORITY
PT OF 
1/4
DIVERSION 
1/4 SEC T
GRID
R/C
DIV
RATE
CONS
M’A'R
ALL DU TY
m ’/y r
USE PLACE OF USE NOTES
38958 1996 W2 19 T3S R55E //REFI «REF!
38959 1996 W2 E2 19 T3S R55E 0 0
38960 1996 NE NE 19 T3S R55E 0 0
1996 S2 30 T3S R55E 0 0
1996 NW 30 T3S R55E 0 0
1996 \V2 NE 30 T3S R55E 0 0
41944 1996 NW NW 36 O S R55E 0 8403.54
42569 1996 NW NW 31 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
1996 NE NW 31 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
1996 SW NW 31 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
1996 SE NW 31 I3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
1996 NW SW 31 O S R55Ë 38562.5 38562.5
1996 NE SW 31 13S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
1996 SW SW 31 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
1996 SE SW 31 T3S R55E 38562.5
TOTAL
38562.5
1349687.5
58340 1996 NW NW 29 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
58341 1996 NE NW 29 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
58342 1996 SW NW 29 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
1996 SE NW 29 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
NW SW 29 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
SE SW 29 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
SW SW 29 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
SE SW 29 P3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
36460 CERT NW NW 33 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
NE NW 33 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
SW NW 33 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
SE NW 33 T3S R55K 38562.5
TOTAL
38562.5
1349687.5
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Table 9 (continued from previous page). Water Basin 170 - Penoyer Valley Permits and Applications (Si).
API'\PI!R
PROOF
CERT DATE OF 
PRIORITY
PT OF 
1/4
DIVERSION 
1/4 SEC T K
URID
R/C
DIV
RAPE
CONS
M3/YR
ALL DUTY 
M3/YR
USE PLACE OF USE NOTES
5X421 1996 NW SE 33 T3S R55E 41190.92 41190.92 ALFALFA
5X422 1996 NE SE 33 T3S R55E 41178.58 41178.58
5X423 1996 SW SE 33 T3S R55E 41190.92 41190.92
1996 SE SE 33 T3S R55E 41178.58 41178.58
TOTAL 823695
5X424 1996 LT 3 2 T4S R55E 38747.6 38747.6
58425 1996 i;r 2 2 T2S R55E 40105 40105
41944 1996 l.T 1 2 T4S R55E 40105 40105
42569 1996 SW NE 2 T4S R55E 40105 40105
TOTAL 795313
58341 1996 NE NW 29 '13S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
58342 1996 SW NW 29 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
1996 SE NW 29 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
NW SW 29 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
SE SW 29 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
SW SW 29 1'3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
SE SW 29 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
36460 CERT NW NW 33 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
NE NW 33 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
SW NW 33 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
SE NW 33 T3S R55E 38562.5 38562.5
TOTAL 1349687.5
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Table 10. Water Basin 171 - Coal Valley Permits and Applications (English).
o APP/PER CERT DATE OF PTOF DIVERSION GRID DIV CONS ALLOC USE PLACE OF USE NOTES
3
CD
8
■D
PROOF PRIORITY 1/4 1/4 SEC T R R/C RATE AC.F-r/YR AC.l-T/YR
1266 01/01/69 NI­ SE 14 IS 60E 33/50 0.05 2.24 2.24 STOCKWATER NE.SE.S14.TIS.R60E PERMIT 01266
CQ 1509 01/01/91 NE SE 12 3S 58E 43/39 0.1 1.12 1.12 STOCKWATER NE.SE.S12.T13S.R58E PERMIT 01509
O 1540 NONE 01/01/75 SE NW 13 IN 59E 27/45 0.1 1.12 1.12 STOCKWATER SE.NW.S13.T1N.R59E PERMIT 01540
$
3 1544 01/01/75 SE SE 18 3N 60E 15/46 0.1 2.24 2.24 STOCKWATER SE.SE.S18.T3N.R60E PERMIT 01544
CD
1605 01/01/99 NE SI­ 1 3S 58E 43/34 0.025 0.56 0.56 STOCKWATER NE.SE.S1.T3S.R58E PERMIT 01605
"n 1606 01/01/00 SW SE 1 3S 58E 43/34 0.025 0.56 0.56 STOCKWATER SW.SE.S1.T3S.R58E PERMIT 01606
p -
3 "
4665 1576 11/01/17 SE SE 30 IN 61E 29/52 0.016 1.12 1.12 STOCKWATER SE.SE.S.30.T1N.R61E
CD 4859 529 01/22/18 NW NE 7 IN 59E 26/40 0.025 22.4 22.4 STOCKWATER NW.NE.S7.T1N.R59E
CDTD 7344 1284 04/26/25 NW NW 36 IN 60E .30/51 0.015 11.2 11.2 STOCKWATER NW.NW.S36.T1N.R60E
O 7915 2438 10/20/26 NE NE 3 IN 61E 25/55 0.001 0.6 0.6 STOCKWATER NE.NE.S3.T1N.R61E
C
O 46737 12283 03/16/83 NW SW 10 3N 59E 14/43 0.035 29.12 29.12 STOCKWATER SEE NOTE»
o 52775 12/13/88 NW NW 36 IN 60E 30/51 0.1 4.48 4.48 STOCKWATER NW.NWS36.TINR60E
■D 53956 10/17/89 NE NW 36 3N 60E 18/51 6 0 0 MUN/DOM
O
3 " 53957 10/17/89 SW SE 14 2S 59E 39/44 6 0 0 MUN/DOM
CT
1—H 53958 10/17/89 SE NW 10 3N 60E 14/49 10 0 0 MUN/DOM
CD
Q . 53959 10/17/89 SE SW 6 3S 60E 43/46 10 0 0 MUN/DOM
g
1—H 54215 12/06/89 SE SW 12 IS 59E 32/45 0 9 9 STOCKWATER SE.SW.SW.s e , SI 2;
3 "
O NW.NF.,NE.NW.S13
"O
S13,T1SR59E
CD
3
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54216 12/06/89 NW NW 17 IS 60E 33/47 0.01 20.16 20.16 STOCKWATER NW.NW.S17.T1S.R60E
2N R58E, SECS 1,2 4-6, N12/R58E, ALL 0ET3N R59E & T4N ,R59E, S3, N1/2 NE S7. 
D, SECS l,2,10-Nl/2 Nl/2 SECS SECS 15,22-27,34-36,T4N, IN NOTES, R58E
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Table 10 (continued from previous page), Water Basin 172 - Garden Valley Permits and Applications (English),
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Al'lVl’ERM CERT DATE OF PTOF DIVERSION GRID DIV CONS ALLOC USE PLACE OF USE NOTES
I'ROOE PRIORITY 1/4 1/4 SEC T R R/C RATE AC.rr/YR AC.l-T/YR
2715 05/16/13 SE SW 8 3N 57E 0.195 58.68 78.24 IRRIGATION NENW ,NW NE,W 1/2NE 
SE.NE,S17,SENE,SWNW, 
NWSW.S16, T3N.R57E
2911 03/16/14 SE NW 31 4N 59E 0.006 4.49 4.49 STOCKWATER
&DOMESTIC
SE.NW.S3I.T4N.R59E
2912 03/16/14 SE NW 23 4N 58E 0,006 4.49 4.49 STOCKWATER SE.NW.S23.T4N.R58E
4563 08/24/17 SE SW 36 3N 56E 0.147 33.03 44.04 IRRIGATION NW.NE.,SW.NE,SE.NE.,S1. 
TIN, R56E
4635 10/13/17 SW NW 14 3N 57E 0.29 105.9 141.2 IRRIGATION
&D0MEST1C
NW.SE,SW.NE,NE.SW,
SE.NW.S14,T3N,R57E
4799 12/22/17 NE SW 16 3N 57E 0.073 1.66 2.21 IRRIGATION S1/4?,SI6,T3N,R57E
4857 1/22/18 SE NE 24 IN 57E 0.015 11.2 11.2 STOCKWATER SE.NE.S24.TIN.R56E
4858 1/22/18 0 IN 57E 0.025 24.64 24.64 STOCKWATER UNKNOWN
4860 1/22/18 NE NW 3 IN 56E 0.025 22.4 22.4 STOCKWATER NE.NW.S3.T1N.R57E
4865 1/24/18 SE SW 16 IS 58E 0.025 33.6 33.6 STOCKWATER SE.SW.S16.TIS.R58E
5786 10/1/19 NE SW 36 3N 57E 0,17 49.99 66.67 IRRIGATION NE.SW.S36.T3N.R57E
6047 4/3/20 SW NW 14 3N 57E 0.976 22.4 22.4 STOCKWATER NE.SE.S8.T3N.R58E
6679 5/19/22 SW SE 21 2N 57E 0.019 13.44 13.44 STOCKWATER SE.NW.S10.T1N.R57E
7252 11/21/24 NE SW 7 2N 57E 0.006 4.48 4.48 STOCKWATER NE.SW.S7.T2N.R57E
8379 11/9/27 SE NW 19 2N 57E 0.003 2.24 2.24 STOCKWATER SE.SE.S29.NE.NE.S32.T2N.R57E
8380 11/9/27 NW SE 20 IN 57E 0.013 9.63 9.63 STOCKWATER NW.8E.S20.TIN.R57E
8490 3/29/28 SE SE 31 5N 59E 0.003 0.22 0.22 STOCKWATER SE.SE.S31.T5N.R59E
9592 5/31/32 SW SW 8 3N 57E 0 0 0 IRRIGATION & 
DOMESTIC
NW.SW,SW.SW.SW.SW.S8
NE.NW.S17.T3N.R57E
9592 5/31/32 NE SI­ 7 3N 57E 0.1 27 36 IRRIGATION
&DOMESTIC
NW.SW.,SW.SW.,SE.SW.,S8
NE.NW.S17.T3N.R57E
9820 12/4/34 NW SE 7 2N 57E 0.025 180.9 180.9 DOMESTIC NW.SE.S7.T2N.R57E
9843 9/8/19 SE SW 5 2N 57E 0.178 64.5 86 IRRIGATION & SW.NE., NW.SE.S7.T2N.
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Table 10 (continued from previous page). Water Basin 172 - Garden Valley Permits and Applications (English).
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PRIORITY
PT OF DIVERSION 
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AC.IT/YR
A1.L0C
AC.FT/YR
USE PLACE OF USE NOTES
U50 1/31/04 SW SW 35 4N 57E 0 32.7 43.6 IRRIGATION S1/2.SW.S35.T4N.R57E
I1S2 1/1/72 SE SW 8 3N 57E 0 132.4 176.53 IRRIGATION WI/2.S16.E1/2.NWI/4.S17.
DOM&STOCK T3N.R57E
1152 1/1/72 NW NE 8 3N 57E 0 0 0 IRRIGATION W1/2.S16.E1/2.NWI/4.S17.
DOM&STOCK T3N.R57E
1152 1/1/72 SE NE 8 3N 57E 0 0 0 IRRIGATION W1/2.S16.EI/2.NW1/4.S17.
DOM&STOCK T3N.R57E
1153 1/1/82 NW SE 16 3N 57E 0 48.2 64.27 IRRIGATION SE1/4.S16.SW1/4.S15.T3N.R57E
1154 1/1/86 SW SW 15 3N 57E 0 22.5 30 IRRIGATION S1/2.S15.13N.R57E
DOM&STOCK
1155 1/31/02 SE SW 36 3N 56E 0 0 0 IRRIGATION PTNS.S 1.T2N.R56E.S6.S7.T2N.
R57E.S36.T3N.R56E
1155 1/31/02 NW SE 6 2N 57E 0 0 0 IRRIGATION PTNS.S 1 .T2N.R56E.S6.S7.T2N.
R57E.S36.T3N.R56E
1155 1/31/02 SW NE 1 2N 56E 0 0 0 IRRIGATION PTMNS.S I.T2N.R56E.S6.S7.T2N
R57E.S36.T3N.R56E
1155 1/31/02 ■ NE SW 36 3N 56E 0 165 220 IRRIGATION PTNS.S 1.T2N.R56E.S6.S7.T2N.
R57E.S36.T3N.R56E
1156 1/1/92 SE NW 3 2N 56E 0 12.04 16.05 IRRIGATION PTN.S3.T2N.R57E
1539 1/1/78 NE SW 2 IN 58E 0.067 0.11 0.11 STOCKWATER NE.SW.S2.T1N.R58E
1541 1/1/75 NW NE 7 2N 57E 0.1 4.48 4.48 STOCKWATER NW.NE.S7.T2N.R57E
1542 1/1/73 NE NE 28 3N 57E 0.1 22.4 22.4 STOCKWATER NE.NE.S28.T3N.R57E
1543 1/1/73 14 3N 57E 0.5 22.4 22.4 STOCKWATER SW.SE.S14.SW.NE.S24,SE.SE.
S18.T3N.R57E
1543 1/1/73 24 3N 57E 0 0 0 STOCKWATER 52AC1NS1.11,12.T2N,R56E
1703 6/1/10 SE SE 3 2N 56E 0.522 156.5 208.67 IRRIGATION &
DOMESTIC
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Table 10 (conlinued from previous page). Water Basin 172 - Garden Valley Permits and Applications (English).
AM'M'ER CERT DATE OF PTOF DIVERSION GRID DIV CONS AL1.ÜC USE PLACE OF USE NOTES
PROOF PRIORITY 1/4 1/4 SEC T R R/C RATE AC.nVYR AC.l-T/YR
9922 12/18/35 SW SW 10 2S 57E 0.003 7.28 7.28 STOCKWATER 
& DOMESTIC
SW.SW.S10.T2S.R57E
10167 9/13/37 SI­ SE 11 2N 56E 1 318 318 IRRIGATION NE.SW.,SE.NW„SW.NW,
NW.NW,SI3,T2N.R56E
10467 1/29/40 NE SW 7 2N 57E 0.009 6.72 6.72 STOCKWATER NW.NE,S21.T2N.R57E
11047 1/11/44 NW NW 2 IS 57E 0.022 33.6 33.6 STOCKWATER NW.NW,S2,T1S,R57E
11374 9/17/45 NW NW 23 2N 56E 0.003 2.24 2.24 STOCKWATER NW.NW.S23.T2N.R56E
1X644 3/11/60 NW SW 16 3N 57E 2 245.4 327.2 IRRIGATION NW,SW,SW.SW,NE,SW
SE.SW,SW.SE,SE.SE.S16
SW.SW.,SW.SW.SI5,T3N,R57E
24420 3/26/68 SW SE 6 IS 57E 0.009 6.72 6.72 STOCKWATER NW.SW.S12,T1S,R56E
32513 6/30/77 NW NE 26 4N 58E 2.7 480 640 IRRIGATION & 
DOMESTIC
NE1/4.S26,T4N.R58E
32514 6/30/77 NW NW 24 4N 58E 2.7 480 640 IRRIGATION & 
DOMESTIC
NW1/4.S24.T4N.R58E
32516 6/30/77 NW NW 25 4N 58E 2.7 480 640 IRRIGATION & 
DOMESTIC
NWI/4.S25.T4N.R58E
33012 mm SW NW 1 2N 56E 2.7 4X0 640 IRRIGATION & 
DOMESTIC
NW1/4.S1.T2N.R56E
33306 8/23/77 NW SW 1 2N 56E 2.7 480 640 IRRIGATION & 
DOMESTIC
SWI/4.SI.T2N,R56E
3455K 11/3/77 NW NE 23 4N 58E 2.7 480 640 IRRIGATION & 
DOMESTIC
NE1/4.S23.T4N.R58E
36783 2/14/79 NW NW 14 2N 58E 5.4 960 1280 IRRIGATION & 
DOMESTIC
WI/2.S14.T2N.R58E
37229 3/27/79 NW SI­ 30 3N 58E 2.7 480 640 IRRIGATION & 
DOMESTIC
NW.SE.SE.SE.S30.,NW.NW. 
SE.NW.S32.T3NR58E
37230 3/27/79 NW SE 32 3N 58E 2.7 480 640 IRRIGATION
DOMESTIC
SE1/4.S32,T3N,R58E
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3X232 5/24/79 SE SW 15 3N 57E 0,045 15 20 IRRIO&DOM SW.SE.SE.SW,S15.T3N,R57E
3X595 7/1K/79 NW NW 30 3N 58E 2.7 480 640 IRRIGATION NW.NW, SE,NW„NW,SE„
&D0MEST1C SE,SW„S30, T3N,R58E
53960 10/17/89 NW NE 30 IS 58E 6 0 0 MUN&DOM
53961 10/17/89 NW SE 24 3N 58E 6 0 0 MUN&DOM
53962 10/17/89 NE SE 31 5N 59E 6 0 0 MUN&DOM
53963 10/17/89 NW SE 24 2S 57E 10 0 0 MUN&DOM
53964 10/17/89 SE SW 22 5N 58E 10 0 0 MUN&DOM
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Table 10 (continued from previous page), Water Basin 170 - Penoyer Valley Permits and Applications (English),
APP/PERMIT
PROOF'
CERT DATE OE 
PRIORITY
P r  OF DIVERSION 
1/4 1/4 SEC T R
GRID
R/C
DIV
RATE
CONS
ACinVYR
ALLOC
AC,ri7YR
USE PLACE OF USE NOTES
3364 CER'P 1996 NW SE 5 T5S R55E 1,7 STOCKWATER
9922 CERT 1996 SW SW 10 'I’2S R57E 2,4 STOCKWATER
10460 CERT 1996 SW SE 17 T3S R56E 0 MINING NO USE
11332 CERT 1996 SW SE 23 T3S R55E 3,3 STOCKWATER
11334 CERT 1996 SE NW 31 T2S R55E 5,8 0 STOCKWATER
11335 CERT 1996 SE SW 6 T3S R56E 5,8 0 STOCKWATER
11694 CERT 1996 NW SE 29 T3S R56E 0 0 NO USE
12540 CERT 1996 NW SW 4 T4S R55E 9 0 STOCKWATER
12541 CERT 1996 NE NW 25 T3S R54E 5,8 STOCKWATER
12542 CER'P 1996 SW SE 17 T2S R55E 5,8 STOCKWATER
13500 CERT 1996 SW SW 9 TIS R54E 11,3 22,6 STOCKWATER
14257 CER'P 1996 SW SE 17 T3S R56E 2 MININO/DOM MINING NOUSl
17978 1996 SE NE 36 T3S R55E 0 0 MINING NO USE
21234 CERT 1996 LT 1 4 T4S R55E 0 35 0
LI­ 2 4 T4S R55E 0 35 IRRIGATION & 4W1/4,S24,'T4N,R58E
SE NE 4 T4S R55E 0 35 DOMESTIC
SE NE 4 T4S R55E 0 35 IRRIGATION & 4WI/4,S25,T4N,R58E
21235 1996 LT 3 3 T4S R55E 0 35 DOMESTIC
LT 4 3 T4S R55E 0 35
SW NW 3 T4S R55E 0 35
SE NW 3 T4S R55E 0 35
21797 1996 NW SW 4 T4S R55E 0 10
NE SW 4 T4S R55E 0 15
SW SW 4 T4S R55E 0 10
SE SW 4 T4S R55E 0 15
22755 1996 NW NE 31 T3S R55E 0 31,25
1996 NE NE 31 T3S R55E
1996 SW NE 31 T3S R55E
1996 SW SE 31 T3S R55E
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Table 10 (continued from previous page). Water Basin 170 - Penoyer Valley Permits and Applications (English).
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21797 CERT 1996 NW SW 4 T4S R55E 0 10
NE SW 4 T4S R55E 0 15
SW SW 4 T4S R55F, 0 10
SE SW 4 T4S R55E 0 15
22755 CERT 1996 NW NE 31 T3S R55E 0 31,25
NE NE 31 T3S R55E 0 31,25
SW NE 31 T3S R55E 0 31,25
SE NE 31 T3S R55E 0 31,25
NW SE 31 T3S R55I-; 0 31,25
SW SE 31 T3S R55E 0 31,25
SI­ SE 31 T3S R55E 0 31,25
SE SE 31 T3S R55E 0 31,25
23216 CER'P 1996 SE NE 12 T4S R54E 4.5 4,5 STOCKWATER
23217 CERT 1996 SW SW 2 T4S R55E 4.5 4,5 STOCKWATER
2321% CERT 1996 SW SW 24 T3S R54E 4.5 4,5 STOCKWATER
23219 CERT 1996 SW SW 7 T3S R55U 4.5 4,5 STOCKWATER
23224 CERT 1996 SE NE 22 TIS R55E 11.2 11,2 STOCKWATER
23232 CERT 1996 SE NE 6 T2S R56E 6,8 6,8 STOCKWATER
23513 CERT 1996 SE NE 6 T2S R56E 0 0 STOCKWATER
29339 CERT 1996 S2 25 T3S R56E 1 1 MINING
29340
30385 CERT 1996 NW SW 34 T3S R55F. 40 31,25
45902 NE SW 34 T3S R55K 40 31,25
SW SW 34 T3S R55E 40 31,25
SE SW 34 T3S R55E 40 31,25
NW NW 34 T3S R55E 40 31,25
NE NW 34 T3S R55E 40 31,25
SW NW 34 T3S R55E 40 31,25
SE NW 34 T3S R55E 40 31,25
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Table 10 (continued from previous page). Water Basin 170 - Penoyer Valley Permits and Applications (English),
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U'lnPERMrr CER'r DATE OF PTOF DIVERSION GRID DIV CONS ALLOC
ROOF PRlORl'l'V 1/4 1/4 SEC T R R/C RATE AC.lT/YR AC.l-T/YR
36437 CERT 1996 NW SE 24 T3S R54E 31.25 31.25
36440 CERT 1996 NE SW 24 T3S R54E 31.25 31,25
42570 CER'P 1996 SW SW 24 T3S R54E 31.25 31,25
56328 1996 SE SW 24 T3S R54E 31.25 31,25
56329 1996 TOTAL 573,71
36441 CERT 1996 NW NW 24 T3S R54E 31,25 31,25
36442 CERT 1996 NE NW 24 T3S R54E 31,25 31,25
36443 CERT 1996 SW NW 24 T3S R54E 31,25 31,25
56.331 1996 SE NW 24 T3S R54E 31,25
TOTAl.
31,25
590,7
36444 CERT 1996 NW NE 24 T3S R54E 31,25 31,25
36445 CERT 1996 NE NE 24 T3S R54E 31,25 31.25
36446 CER'P 1996 SW NE 24 T3S R54E 31,25 31.25
56327 1996 SE NE 24 T3S R54E 31,25
TOTAL
31.25
606.2
36447 CERT 1996 NW SE 24 T3S R54E 31,25 31.25
56330 1996 NE SI­ 24 T3S R54E 31,25 31.25
1996 SW SE 24 T3S R54E 31.25 31.25
1996 NE SE 24 T3S R54E 31.25
TOTAL
31.25
605
35451 CER'P 1996 NW NW 28 T3S R55E 31.25 31.25
NE NW 28 T3S R55E 31.25 31.25
SW NW 28 T3S R55E 31.25 31.25
SE NW 28 T3S R55E 31.25 31.25
NW SW 28 T3S R55E 31.25 31.25
NE SW 28 T3S R55E 31.25 31.25
SW SW 28 P3S R55E 31.25 31.25
SE SW 28 T3S R55E 31.25
TOT/VL
31.25
1250
USE PLACE OF USE NOTES
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Table 10 (continued from previous page). Water Basin 170 - Penoyer Valley Permits and Applications (English),
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36453 CERT 1996 NW SW 33 T3S R55E 31,25 31.25
1996 NE SW 33 T3S R55E 31.25 31.25
1996 SW SW 33 T3S R55E 31,25 31,25
1996 SE SW 33 T3S R55E 31,25
TOTAL
31,25
625
36454 CERT 1996 NW NE 5 T4S R55E 31,25 31,25
36455 CERT 1996 NE NE 5 T4S R55E 31,25 31,25
36456 CERT 1996 SW NE 5 T4S R55E 31,25 31,25
36457 CERT 1996 SE NE 5 T4S R55E 31,25 31,25
1996 NW SE 5 T4S R55E 31,25 31,25
1996 NE SE 5 T4S R55E 31,25 31,25
1996 SW SE 5 T4S R55E 31,25 31,25
1996 SE SE 5 T4S R55E 31,25
TOTAL
31,25
1250
36458 CERT 1996 NW SE 28 T3S R55E 31,25 31,25
1996 NR SE 28 T3S R55E 31,25 31,25
1996 SW SE 28 T3S R55E 31,25 31,25
1996 SE SE 28 T3S R55E 31,25
TOTAL
31,25
510
36459 CERT 1996 NW NE 33 T3S R55E 31,25 31,25
NE NE 33 T3S R55E 31,25 31.25
SW NE 33 T3S R55E 31,25 31,25
SE NE 33 T3S R55E 31,25
TOTAL
31.25
625
36460 CERT NW NW 33 T3S R55E 31,25 31,25
NE NW 33 T3S R55E 31,25 31,25
SW NW 33 T3S R55E 31.25 31,25
SE NW 33 T3S R55E 31.25
TOTAL
31,25
625 to
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Table 10 (continued from previous page). Water Basin 170 - Penoyer Valley Permits and Applications (English).
APP/PERM
PROOF
CERT DATE OF 
PRIORITY
PTOF DIVERSION 
1/4 1/4 SEC T
GRID
R/C
DIV
RATE
CONS
AC.IT/YR
ALLOC
AC.FT/YR
USE PLACE OF USE NOTES
38886 CERT 1996 32 T3S R55E 0 640
38958 1996 W2 19 T3S R55E 0 2540
38959 1996 W2 E2 19 T3S R55E 0 0
38960 1996 NE NE 19 T3S R55E 0 0
1996 S2 30 T3S R55E 0 0
1996 NW 30 T3S R55E 0 0
1996 W2 NE 30 T3S R55E 0 0
41944 1996 NW NW 36 T3S R55E 0 6,81
42569 1996 NW NW 31 T3S R55E 31,25 31,25
1996 NE NW 31 T3S R55E 31,25 31,25
1996 SW NW 31 T3S R55E 31.25 31,25
1996 SE NW 31 138 R55E 31.25 31,25
1996 NW SW 31 T3S R55E 31,25 31,25
1996 NE SW 31 T3S R55E 31.25 31,25
1996 SW SW 31 T3S R55E 31.25 31,25
1996 SE SW 31 T3S R55E 31.25
TOTAL
31,25
1093,75
58340 1996 NW NW 29 13S R55E 31.25 31,25
58341 1996 NE NW 29 13S R55E 31,25 31,25
58342 1996 SW NW 29 T3S R55E 31.25 31,25
1996 SE NW 29 T3S R55E 31.25 31.25
NW SW 29 T3S R55E 31.25 31.25
SE SW 29 T3S R55E 31.25 31,25
SW SW 29 T3S R55E 31.25 31.25
SE SW 29 T3S R55E 31,25 31.25
36460 CERT NW NW 33 T3S R55E 31.25 31.25
NE NW 33 T3S R55E 31.25 31.25
SW NW 33 T3S R55E 31.25 31.25
SE NW 33 T3S R55E 31.25 31.25
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58421 1996 NW SI­ 33 T3S R55E 33,38 33.38 ALFALFA
58422 1996 NE SE 33 T3S R55E 33,37 33,37
58423 1996 SW SE 33 T3S R55E 33,38 33.38
1996 SE SE 33 T3S R55E 33.37 33,37
TOTAL 667,5
58424 1996 LT 3 2 l’4S R55E 31,4 31,4
58425 1996 LT 2 2 T2S R55E 32,5 32,5
41944 1996 1,1’ 1 2 T4S R55E 32,5 32,5
42569 1996 SW NE 2 T4S R55E 32,5 32,5
TOTAL 644,5
58341 1996 NE NW 29 T3S R55E 31.25 31,25
58342 1996 SW NW 29 T3S R55E 31.25 31,25
1996 SE NW 29 T3S R55E 31,25 31,25
NW SW 29 T3S R55E 31,25 31,25
SE SW 29 T3S R55E 31,25 31,25
SW SW 29 T3S R55E 31,25 31,25
SE SW 29 'l’3S R55E 31,25 31,25
36460 CERT NW NW 33 T3S R55E 31,25 31,25
NE NW 33 T3S R55E 31,25 31,25
SW NW 33 T3S R55E 31,25 31,25
SE NW 33 T3S R55F, 31,25 31,25
TOTAL 1093,75
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Table 11. Penoyer Valley Calibration (SI).
Model
R/C
Hydrologie 
Sile No.
Well Depth 
M. BI.S
of Well Head (M) 
OS LV MX
Water Level Mea.surenieiit Water Level Elevation (M) 
DWR Date M BUS OS LV MX DWR Model
Dillerence(M) 
OS LV MX DWR Chart No
48/17 170S03E5534CC 1475,609756 19970318 30,091463 1445.518 1435,652 9,865854 1
49/17 17QS04E5503CC 1492.378049 19970318 44,868902 1447,509 1435,887 11,62195 2
50/15 I70S04E55Ü8BU 1500 19970318 59,817073 1440,183 1437,524 2,658537 3
48/15 170SÜ3E5532DC 1481,707317 19970318 42,804878 1438,902 1435,905 2,996951 4
48/14 170S03E5531CD 1490,853659 19970318 48,04878 1442,805 1435,951 6,853659 5
48/14 170S03E5531CB 1490,853659 19950324 50,792683 1440,061 1435,951 4,109756 6
47/13 170S03E5425BC 1495,731707 19970318 58.04878 1437,683 1435,979 1,704268 7
47/13 170S03E5424CC 1495,731707 19970318 54.45122 1441,28 1435,979 5,301829 8
47/13 170S03E5424BC 1495,731707 19970318 51,158537 1444,573 1435,979 8,594512 9
47/13 170S03E5424AC 1488,719512 19950324 49,908537 1438,811 1435,979 2,832317 10
46/14 170S03E5519CB 1487,5 19970318 35,198171 1452,302 1435,909 16,39329 11
47/16 170S03E5528CC 1480,792683 19970318 35 384146 1445,409 1435,738 9,670732 12
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Table 11 (continued from previous page). Garden Valley Calibration (SI).
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R/C
Hydrologie 
Site No.
Well Depth 
MBLS
El ol'Well Head(M) 
IJSOS
Water Level Measurenient(M) 
LV MX Date MBLS
Water Level Elevatiotr (M) 
u sa s LV MX Model
Ditlercnce(M)
OS LV MX Chart No,
25/29 MXNO1E5703A1 189.02439 1689,024 198006 149,0854 1539,939 1554,265 •14,326 1
28/29 MXN01E5720 1890,244 198005 57,31707 1832,927 1539,287 2
22/29 MXN02E5722ÜA 335,060976 1702,134 198104 131,0976 1571,037 1570,878 0,15854 3
22/29 172N02E5722BA 314.02439 1646.341463 1692.073 19801212 131,4024 1514,94 1560,67 1570,878 •10,207 4
22/29 MXN02E5722BA 324.695122 1699,695 198104 128,0488 1571,646 1570,878 0,76829 5
22/29 172N02E5722BBC 307.926829 1692.073171 1699.695 19900320 127,378 1564,63 1572,26 1570 878 1,37805 6
22/29 172N02E5722BBC 91 4634146 1692.073171 1699.695 19900320 90,21341 1601.83 1609,45 1570,878 38,5732 7
19/35 172N02E5803AA 60.9756098 1585,365854 198010 44,20732 1541,16 1541,16 1545,771 •4,6128 8
19/35 MXN02E5803AA 60.9756098 1585,366 198103 42.68293 1542,683 1545.771 •3,0884 9
21/36 MXN02E58I4C 1570,122 198005 34,7561 1535,366 1528.857 6,50915 10
15/28 172N03E5716C 28.0487805 1890.243902 1829,268 19630509 9,786585 1672,802 11
15/28 172N03E57I6CBD 28.0487805 1875 1829,268 19900320 11,06098 1864,02 1819,51 1672,802 12
15/28 MXN03E5716C 28.0487805 1890,244 198005 5,792683 1884,451 1672,802 13
13/37 172N03E5801AD 30.4878049 1585.365854 1582,317 198010 26,0061 1559,45 1556,4 1567.079 • 10,677 14
13/37 MXN03E5801AD 30.4878049 1588,415 198103 26.82927 1561,585 1567.079 •5,4939 15
13/37 172N03E580IDA 30.4878049 1609.756098 1585,366 19910904 25.94512 1567,079 16
15/35 172N03E5815B 79.2682927 1615.853659 1620,427 19600120 71.64634 1544,21 1548,78 1568,662 •19,881 17
15/35 MXN03E5815B 79.2682927 1618.902 198005 67.37805 1551,524 1568,662 •17,137 18
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Table 11 (continued from previous page). Garden Valley Calibration (SI).
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Model Hydrologie Well Depth Elevation of Well Head (M) Water Level Measurement (M) Water Level Elevation (M) Dillerenee (M) Chart No.
R/C Site No. MEUS USCiS LV MX Date MBLS LISCiS I.V MX Model u se s  MX
15/38 172N03E5918UB 60.97560976 1585 365854 1589.939 0 19910904 45.77439 1539.634 1544.207 0 1547.93 ■3.72256 1
15/38 MXN03E5918BB 60.97560976 0 0 1594.512 198103 46.64634 0 0 1548 1547.93 -0.064 2
10/35 MXN04E5822DB 30.48780488 0 0 1676.829 198103 46.64634 0 0 1630 1601.799 28.38 3
10/36 MXN04E5823D 198005 0 4
11/36 172N04E5826ABA 6.097560976 1628 04878 0 0 1900302 3.658537 1624.39 1624.39 0 1586.942 37.44817 5
12/.37 172N04E5836A 8,231707317 1615.853659 1580.793 0 19911212 6.935976 1608.841 1573.78 0 1573.488 0.292683 6
12/37 MXN04E5836A 198005 0 7
07/39 172N04E5905ABC 19900320 0 8
07/38 172N04E5906D 60.97560976 1585.365854 0 0 19630509 2.682927 0 0 0 1608.881 9
07/38 MXN04E5906D 60.97560976 0 0 1615.854 198005 2.743902 0 0 1613 1608.881 4.229 10
07/38 172N04E5906DDD 19900320 11
08/39 MXN04E5908B 24.3902439 0 0 1615.854 198005 3.04878 0 0 1613 1594.54 18.27 12
08/39 172N04E5908BCC 4.268292683 1606.707317 0 0 19900320 0 981707 1605.793 1605.793 0 1594.54 11.25305 13
08/39 MXN04E5908B 198005 14
11/38 172N04E5930CD 30.48780488 1615.853659 1585.366 0 19850312 19.20122 1596.646 1566.159 0 1580.329 -14.1707 15
11/38 172N04E5930DC 30.48780488 1615.853659 1600.61 0 198010 26.21951 0 0 0 1580.329 16
11/38 MXN04E5930DC 30.48780488 0 0 1608.232 198103 19.81707 0 0 1588 1580.329 8.085 17
06/38 172N05E5931CAA 60.97560976 1658.536585 1676.829 0 19910904 34.45122 1624.085 1642.378 0 1616,53 25.84756 18
06/38 MXN05E5931CA 60,97560976 0 0 1682.927 33.84146 0 0 1649 1616,53 32.55 19
06/39 172N05E5932C 19480227 0 20
06/39 172N05E5932D 19630509 0 21
06/39 MXN05E5932D 198005
1608,326
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Table 11 (continued from previous page). Coal Valley Calibration (SI).
Model Hydrologie Well Depth Elevation of Well Head(M) Water l.evel Measurement(M) Water Level Elevation (M) Chart No.
R/C Site No, M. BLS USGS l.V MX Date MBLS USGS LV MX Model USGS MX
14/41 171.NII3.E59.10H1) 1707.317073 19911212 244.4817 1462,805 1462.805 1531.866 -69.06 1
14/41 MX.N03.E59.10BD 559.45122 1695.122 198104 244.8171 1450.305 1531.866 -81.56 2
36/41 171S01E5934CB 408.536585 1554.878049 19810608 257.622 1297.256 1297 256 1413.674 -116.4 3
36/41 MXS01E5934CB 440.54878 1562.5 198106 262.8049 1299.695 1413.674 -114 4
36/41 171S01E5934CB 442,073171 1554.878049 19810608 262.8049 1292,073 1292.073 1413.674 -121.6 5
36/41 MXS01E5934CB 400.914634 1560.976 198106 257,622 1303,354 1413.674 -110.3 6
38/36 171S02E5811A 57.3170732 1737.804878 1720 19850311 34,05488 1703.659 1691.463 1466.668 224,8 7
38/36 171S02E5811A 57.3170732 1585.365854 19630508 30,68293 1466.668 8
38/37 MXS02E5812BB 57.3170732 1707.317 198005 32,92683 1702.439 1452.055 250.4 9
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Table 12, Penoyer Valley Calibration (English),
Model
R/C
Hydrologie Well Depth El of Well Head (ft) 
Site No. Ft. BUS OS LV MX
Water Level Measurement (ft). Water Level Elevation (ft). 
DWR Date Ft. BLS OS MX DWR Model MX DWR Chart No
8"O
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3.
3 "
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CD■D
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aO
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O
48/17 170S03E5534CC 4840 19970318 98.7 4741.3 4708.94 32.36 1
49/17 170S04E5503CC 4895 19970318 147.17 4747.83 4709.71 .38.12 2
50/15 170S04E5508BB 4920 19970318 196.2 4723.8 4715.08 8.72 3
48/15 170S03E5532BC 4860 19970318 140.4 4719.6 4709.77 9.83 4
48/14 170S03E5531CD 4890 19970318 157.6 4732.4 4709.92 22.48 5
48/14 170S03E5531CB 4890 19950324 166.6 4723.4 4709.92 13.48 6
47/13 170S03E5425BC 4906 19970318 190.4 4715.6 4710.01 5.59 7
47/13 170S03E5424CC 4906 19970318 178.6 4727.4 4710.01 17.39 8
47/13 170S03E5424BC 4906 19970318 167.8 4738.2 4710.01 28.19 9
47/13 170S03E5424AC 4883 19950324 163.7 4719.3 4710.01 9.29 10
46/14 170S03F.55I9CB 4879 19970318 115.45 4763.55 4709.78 53.77 11
47/16 170S03E5528CC 4857 19970318 116.06 4740.94 4709.22 31.72 12
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Table 12 (continued from previous page). Garden Valley Calibration (English).
Model Hydrologie Well Depth on of Well Head (11). Water l.evel Measurement (B)/ater Level Elevation (11). Dillerenee Chart
R/C Site No. Ft. BUS USCiS LV MX Date Ft. BLS OS LV MX Model OS LV MX DWR No.
25/29 MX NO1E5703A1 620 5540 198006 489 5051 5097.99 -46.99 1
28/29 MX NOl 1:572(1 6200 198005 188 6012 5048.86 2
22/29 MXN02E5722BA 1099 5583 198104 430 5153 5152.48 0.52 3
22/29 172N02F.5722BA 1030 5400 5550 19801212 431 4969 5119 5152.48 -33.48 4
22/29 MXN02E5722BA 1065 5575 198104 420 5155 5152.48 2.52 5
22/29 172N02F.5722BBC 1010 5550 5575 19900320 417.8 5132 5157 5152.48 4.52 6
22/29 172N02E5722BBC 300 5550 5575 19900320 295.9 5254 5279 5152.48 126.52 7
19/35 172N02F5803AA 200 5200 198010 145 5055 5055 5070.13 -15.13 8
19/35 MXN02H5803AA 200 5200 198103 140 5060 5070.13 -10.13 9
21/36 MXN02E58I4C 5150 198005 114 5036 5014.65 21.35 10
15/28 172N03E5716C 92 6200 6000 19630509 32.1 5486.79 11
15/28 172N03E5716CBD 92 6150 6000 19900320 36.28 6114 5968 5486.79 12
15/28 MXN03E5716C 92 6200 198005 19 6181 5486.79 13
13/37 172N03E5801AD 100 5200 5190 198010 85.3 5115 5105 5140.02 -35.02 14
13/37 MXN03E5801/U) 100 5210 198103 88 5122 5140.02 -18.02 15
13/37 172N03E58Ü1DA 100 5280 5200 19910904 85.1 5140.02 16
15/35 172N03E5815B 260 5300 5315 19600120 235 5065 5080 5145.21 -65.21 17
15/35 MXN03E5815B 260 5310 198005 221 5089 5145.21 -56.21 18
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Table 12 (continued from previous page),Garden Valley Calibration (English).
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Model Hydrologie Well Dplh El orWellHeiid(ll) Water Level Measurement (II) Water Level Elevation (II) Dillerenee (II) Chart
R/C Sile No. Et. BLS u s e s LV MX Date Et. BLS USGS LV MX Model USGS LV MX No.
15/38 172N03E5918BB 200 5200 5215 19910904 150.14 5050 5065 5077 -12.21 1
15/38 MXN03E5918BB 200 5230 198103 153 5077 5077 -0.21 2
10/35 MXN04E5822DB 100 5500 198103 153 5347 5254 93.1 3
10/36 MXN04E58231) 5350 198005 16 5334 5230 103.97 4
11/36 172N04E5826ABA 20 5340 1900302 12 5328 5328 5205 122.83 5
12/37 172N04E5836A 27 5300 5185 19911212 22.75 5277 5162 5161 0.96 6
12/37 MXN04E5836A 5230 198005 25 5204 5161 42.96 7
07/39 172N04E5905ABC 5350 5375 19900320 50.46 5300 5325 5254 70.83 8
07/38 172N04E5906D 200 5200 19630509 8.8 5277 9
07/38 MXN04E59061) 200 5300 198005 9 5291 5277 13.87 10
07/38 172N04E5906DDD 5290 19900320 3.1 5287 5287 5277 9.87 11
08/39 M\>104E5908B 80 5300 198005 10 5290 5230 59.91 12
08/39 172N04E5908BCC 14 5270 19900320 3.22 5267 5267 5230 36.91 13
08/39 MXN04E5908B 5300 198005 12 5288 5230 57.91 14
11/38 172N04E5930CD 100 5300 5200 19850312 62.98 5237 5137 5183 -46.48 15
11/38 172N04U5930DC 100 5300 5250 198010 86 5183 16
11/38 MXN04E5930DC 100 5275 198103 65 5210 5183 26.52 17
06/38 172N05E5931CAA 200 5440 5500 19910904 113 5327 5387 5302 84.78 18
06/38 MXN05E5931CA 200 5520 111 5409 5302 106.78 19
06/39 172N05E5932C 5300 5380 19480227 8.01 5292 5372 5275 96.69 20
06/39 172N05E5932D 5200 5360 19630509 57.7 5142 5302 5275 26.69 21
06/39 MXNÜ5E5932D 5350 198005 59 5291 5275
5275
15.69 22
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Table 12 (continued from previous page). Coal Valley Calibration (English).
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Model Hydrologie Well Depth El orWellllead(ll). Water I^vel Measurement (II). Water l^vel Elevation (II). Dillerenee Chart
lUC Site No, Ft. BLS USÜ.S LV MX Date Ft. BI.S USGS LV MX Model USGS LV MX DWR No.
14/41 171.NÜ3.K59,1Ü13Ü 5600 19911212 801.9 4798 4798 5024.52 -226.5 1
14/41 MX.NÜ3.K59.10UD 1835 5560 198104 803 4757 5024.52 -267.5 2
36/41 171S01E5934CD 1340 5100 19810608 845 4255 4255 4636.85 -381.9 3
36/41 MXS01E5934CB 1445 5125 198106 862 4263 4636.85 -373.9 4
36/41 171S01E5934CB 1450 5100 19810608 862 4238 4238 4636.85 -398.9 5
36/41 MXS01E5934CB 1315 5120 198106 845 4275 4636.85 -361.9 6
3«/36 171S02E5811A 188 5700 5640 19850311 111.7 5588 5548 4810.67 737.3 7
38/36 I71S02E5811A 188 5200 19630508 100.64 4810.67 8
38/37 MXSÜ2E5812BB 188 5600 198005 108 5584 4762.74 821.3 9
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(HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY = .02M/D, .067FT/D) 
QUATERNARY ALLUVIUM
(HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY = .076 M/D, .25 FT/D)
FAULT ZONES 
(TRANSMISSIVITY VARIES)
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